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REFERENCE GUIDE

This manual has been produced to serve as a guide for users of the PRIMA LASER key-cutting ma-
chine: Read it carefully; it is essential if you wish to operate your machine safely and efficiently.

Consultation
The contents of the manual are divided into sections relating to:
• Machine description ..................................................................................... Chapter 1
• Transport and installation ............................................................................ Chapters 2-3
• Regulation and use ...................................................................................... Chapters 4-5-6
• Maintenance ................................................................................................ Chapters 7-8-9

Technical terms
Common technical terms are used in this manual.
To assist those with little experience of keys and key-cutting, below is an illustration of the terms most fre-
quently used.

Fig. 1

TYPES OF KEYS
The PRIMA LASER electronic key-cutting machine is designed to take a number of different types of
mortice and bit, double bit, pump keys, etc.
The following are the general key characteristics and conformations for which the machine has been
designed or for which special adapters can be fitted in order to develop specific cutting systems.
In addition to the machine's general technical characteristics already described, keys with the following
parameters can be cut on the PRIMA LASER.

STEM
- LENGTH: the machine is provided with a headstop and designed to take keys with lengths of up to

200 mm; keys of much greater length can be adapted by means of a telescopic headstop fitted to
the rotating clamp (on request).

- DIAMETER: the self-centering jaws on the rotating clamp will take stems with diameters from 3.6 -
10.5 mm.

- SECTION: keys with square stems are gripped normally by the jaws and a special tailstock is pro-
vided for holding the tip (see chapter "SQUARE STEMMED KEYS").

head

stem

bit
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- HOLLOW STEMS: female keys are gripped normally by the jaws and a special tailstock is provided
for self-centering grip on the hole at the tip with diameters from 2.5 - 8 mm (see ch. “FEMALE
KEYS").

- OTHER CHARACTERISTICS: the mobile jaws allow gripping and self-centering on the axis of keys
with conical stems or which have variable diameters along the length of the stem.

HEAD
- WIDTH: the grip, or head, of mortice and bit or double bit keys is the point for gripping and prevent-

ing turning during the cutting process; it is therefore essential that the head sits snugly in the rotating
clamp and is firmly held by the headstop. The maximum width possible is 40 mm along the stem
axis; asymmetrical heads can be adapted as long as they do not protrude more than 20 mm beyond
the stem axis.

- THICKNESS: maximum = 12 mm (for both metal and plastic heads).

BIT
- THICKNESS: maximum = the same diameter as the stem of the key (up to a limit of 10.5 mm)

MATERIAL
PRIMA LASER is provided with a d.c. motor and variable cutter speed according to the material in which
the key is made, i.e. in order of hardness, cast iron + "steel" (1st speed) "brass" + zamak (2nd speed).
These are the characteristics and variables common to all types of keys. It is now necessary to distin-
guish clearly between at least four families of keys which condition a series of functions on the machine,
such as:

a) selection of program
b) tools to use
c) necessary controls.

In the following pages the four families of keys are illustrated on a 1:1 scale so that the dimensions of
any key to be cut can be compared and the reference elements found. These elements are:

1) BIT STOP keys(mortice and bit, double bit, round or square stem: mainly for Italian, German, Span-
ish markets).

2) PUMP keys (round and flat stem: mainly for Italian and French markets).
3) SHOULDER STOP keys(with stop on rim close to the bit: mainly for English and Swedish markets).
4) REAR STOP keys (with stop on rim close to the head: mainly for the French market).

BIT STOP KEYS (fig. 2)
The minimum and maximum dimensions of this type of key are shown in the diagram below.
This class of key includes:

- mortice and bit and double bit keys

- male and female keys

- square stemmed keys

Fig. 2

max.10.5 mm

max.25 mm

max.7 mmmin.15 mm max.65 mm

Stop 0
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PUMP KEYS (fig. 3)
The minimum and maximum dimensions of this type of key are shown in the diagram below. To cut this
type of key on the PRIMA LASER the tailstock support D1 must be replaced with device D2; special
jaws must also be used, according to the section of the stem (round, flat) and the type of cut (flat, slop-
ing), in order to facilitate positioning the keyblank.
This class of keys includes:

- pump keys with round stems

- pump keys with flat stems

- special French pump keys

Fig. 3

SHOULDER STOP KEYS (English type) (fig. 4)
The minimum and maximum dimensions of this type of key are shown in the diagram below.
This class of key includes:

- single bit keys with rim close to the bit

- double bit keys with rim close to the bit

Fig. 4

REAR STOP KEYS (French type) (fig. 5)
The minimum and maximum dimensions of this type of key are shown in the diagram below.
This class of key includes:

- single bit keys with rim close to the head

- double bit keys with rim close to the head

Fig. 5

Stop 3

min.
15 mm

max.
17 mm

max. 30 mm

max. 90 mm

Ø head (max. 42 mm)

max.50 mm
Stop 1

max.25 mm

max.7 mm

max.8 mm

min.15 mm

Stop 2

max.25 mm

max.7 mm

min.15 mm max.65 mm

max.90 mm
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GENERAL

PRIMA LASER has been designed in compliance to the European Community normative (CE).
From the design stage, risks for the operator have been eliminated in all areas: transport, regulation,
cutting and maintenance.
Further risks have been eliminated by means of protective devices.
The materials used to manufacture this machine and all its components are not hazardous.

Use
PRIMA LASER is designed for cutting keys of ferrous materials: brass, silver nickel, etc.
It must be installed and used according to the instructions indicated by the manufacturer.
If the key-cutting machine is used differently or for purposes different from those described in this man-
ual, the customer will forego any rights he may have over Silca S.p.A. Furthermore, unforeseen danger
to the operator or any third parties may arise from incorrect use of the machine.

Incorrect use
Operator negligence resulting in improper use of this machine or failure of the operator to observe the
instructions written in this manual. The manufacturer may decline all guarantees and responsibilities.
It is therefore essential to carefully read this operating manual.

Further risks
ATTENTION: as there is a danger of crushing from some parts of the machine during key-cutting, keep hands

well away from the zone shown in fig. 6.

Fig. 6
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Protection and safety precautions for the operator
PRIMA LASER is entirely built in compliance to the Machine Directives. The operations for which it has
been designed are easily carried out with no risk to the operator.
The adoption of general safety precautions and observation of the instructions provided by the manu-
facturer in this manual eliminate all human error, unless deliberate.
PRIMA LASER is designed with features which make it completely safe.
• Power supply
PRIMA LASER is supplied with electricity by means of a grounded plug and differential switch.
• Pneumatic power
with compressed air.
• Start-up
The machine is turned on by means of a master switch that is located on the Unocode’s lower left back
side.
• Maintenance
The operations to regulate, service, repair and clean the machine are structured in the simplest and saf-
est way possible. Parts that the operator can dismount cannot be incorrectly replaced therefore avoiding
any risks.
• Machine identification
The machine is provided with an identification label which includes the machine’s serial number (fig. 7).

Fig. 7

(*) see chap.9 "DISPOSING OF MACHINE", page 113.
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1 MACHINE DESCRIPTION
The PRIMA LASER electronic key-cutting machine is the most technologically advancedmachine for
cutting mortice and bit, double bit and pump keys.
The machine operates with a sequence comprising two main functions:

1) reading the original key with a laser reader
2) cutting the keyblank, accurately reproducing the original from the cutting data previously read from

it.
Although PRIMA LASER is classed as a copy duplicating machine, it is also predisposed for code key
-cutting with the necessary hardware and software for controlling the three workingaxes (X = spaces, Y
= depth, B = radius and bit angles).

1.1 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
The main features of this versatile machine are as follows:

- machine comprising 2 movements (X and Y) on a cross table to control the spaces and cutting
depths on the key bits;

- motorized rotating clamp to control the revolving movement for the cutting radius, to turn over dou-
ble bit keys and control the third axis "B";

- laser reader to read the cutting data and recognize the different types of keys to be cut(mortice and
bit, double bit, pump, etc.);

- keypad and illuminated display to screen messages and check functions;

- easily removable electronic data cards installed in a rack at the back of the machine;

- carbide cutting tool of size and speed (two speeds) suitable for cutting most of the keyscurrently on
the market, in either brass or steel.

1.2 SAFETY
PRIMA LASER is a machine designed to guarantee maximum safety for the operator throughout the
different phases of the key-cutting process.
The safety devices defined as “active” are used directly by the operator and comprise:

1) emergency push button,
2) protective shield,
3) “T” wrench holder.

1.2.1 EMERGENCY PUSH BUTTON
It is possible to interrupt the operation of the ma-
chine both from the keypad (red STOP push but-
ton) and by means of the red emergency button
(K1) (fig. 8), placed on the left. This button is used
to stop the machine immediately in the event of a
sudden fault or potential danger for the operator.
Once the cause of the emergency has been elim-
inated, turn the button 45˚ clockwise in order to
release it.

ATTENTION: it is the operator’s responsibility to ensure
free access to this button so that it is easily
reached in the event of an emergency.

Fig. 8

N

K1
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1.2.2 PROTECTIVE SHIELD
The transparent protective shield (N) (fig. 8) is designed to protect the operator’s eyes from metal chip-
pings flying from the cutter during operation and to prevent hands or objects getting in the way of moving
parts.
The operator must always ensure that the shield is in position (lowered) before starting to cut; if the
shield is not lowered, none of the functions will be activated and none of the parts, including the cutter,
will move. The display will show the message “CLOSE SHIELD”.

ATTENTION: if the shield is lifted during the cutting operation, the machine will immediately stop working;
only by lowering the shield will the machine start again.

1.2.3 “T” WRENCH HOLDER
The special holder for the “T” wrench (T4), on the front of the machine above the cutter (fig. 9) prevents
damage to the machine caused by inadvertently leaving the wrench on the rotating clamp or the tail-
stock.
It is therefore essential that the wrench (T4) is placed into its holder after use.
If the wrench (T4) is not in its holder the machine will not begin the cutting cycle and the display will
show the message “T WRENCH INTO HOLDER”.

Fig. 9

1.2.4 LASER WARNING
Regulations require that warning labels in the language to be used be attached to the laser reader, as
shown in fig. 10.

Fig. 10

T4

!
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1.3 MAIN WORKING PARTS

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

M

L
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T3

T
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R

Z

Q

N

H1

K1

T2

K
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A - Y axis carriage
B - Connector for revolving clamp
B1 - Extension to revolving clamp connector
C - Electrical connections
D1 - Universal tailstock holder
E - Head-locking knob
F - Cutting tool
G - Rotating clamp
H - Interchangeable tailstock (see "KEY-GRIPPING ACCESSORIES")
K - ON push button
K1 - Emergency push button
L - Keypad
M - Display
N - Mobile protective shield
P1 - 1st serial port (PC)
P2 - 2nd serial port
Q - Internal electronic rack
R - Tailstock detection sensor
S - Laser reader
T - Tailstock holder locking knob
T1 - Rotating clamp locking handle
T2 - Rotating clamp removal knob
T3 - Centering device locking knob
T4 - "T" wrench
U1 - Fixed clamp
U2 - Mobile clamp
V - Metal chippings tray
X - X axis carriage
Y - Y axis connector
Z - Lamp
Copyright Silca 2000 11
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1.4 TECHNICAL DATA
POWER SUPPLY: Single phase 220 Volt - 50 Hz.
MAXIMUM ABSORBED POWER: 5 Amp. (1Kw).
CUTTER MOTOR: d.c. with electronic speed control.
CUTTING TOOL: hard metals diam. 100 mm x 1.5 mm (different thicknesses on re-

quest).
CUTTER SPEED: 600 rpm (steel + cast iron), 1800 rpm (brass + Zamak), controlled

directly by the program.
CARRIAGE MOVEMENT: On two axes (X, Y) with recirculating preloaded ball screws activat-

ed by step motors on ground roller guides.
ROTATING CLAMPS (for keyblank):comprises self-centering mobile jaws on a mobile, 360˚ rotating

unit driven by a step motor connected by wormscrew to a circular
crown gear.

TAILSTOCK (for keyblank) :housed in the universal support (D1), interchangeable for different
types of keys:
- small male, diam. 3.6 - 7.5 mm
- large male, diam. 7.5 - 10.5 mm
- square stem 3.5 - 8 mm
- female hollow, diam. 2.5 - 8 mm

CLAMPS: comprising two pairs of self-centering jaws with multiple positions
for (for original)gripping keys with round, flat, square stems, male
and female keys.

CARRIAGE RUN: X axis (spaces): 70 mm
Y axis (depth): 67 mm

DIMENSIONS and TYPES OF KEYS:The machine is designed for cutting keys with the minimum/max-
imum dimensions described in chapter 7 "TYPES OF KEYS"

SUPPLEMENTARY ACCESSORIES: - support for pump keys (D2) to replace the universal support
(D1).
- support for English and French type rim keys (D3) to replace the
universal support (D1).
- support for keys with rim of the English or French type (D4) to in-
stall in the place of the universal support (D1).
- Adapter for double bit keys with Kromer rim.

DIMENSIONS (maximum external): in millimetres, width 580, depth 780, height 785.

WEIGHT: Kg 98.

RECEPTACLES: - rear power socket.
- (external)- 2 x 9 pin serial ports, one of which for connecting the
computer (updating of internal program or connection to code key
cutting program Silca-Prima-Code-Program installed on the PC).

ELECTRONIC RACK: comprising standard Europa cards.

NOISE LEVEL: Sound pressure: Lp (A) = 86,16 dB (A)
12 Copyright Silca 2000
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1.5 ACCESSORIES PROVIDED
PRIMA LASER comes with a set of accessories for its operation and maintenance (tools, hex wrenches,
fuses) supplied in a special tool kit comprising:

B - 1 Amp. fuse - delayed D309227ZZ

Tool box

wrench 13 mm

allen wrench 6 mm

allen wrench 1,5 mm

screwdriver handle

A - 10 Amp. fuse - delayed

C - D - 4 Amp. fuse - delayed

F - 1.6 Amp. fuse - delayed

E - 16 Amp. fuse - delayed

2,5 mm allen screwdriver

4 mm allen screwdriver

flat screwdriver

2 mm allen screwdriver

3 mm allen screwdriver

Philips screwdriver

allen wrench 5 mm

wrench 7 - 8 mm

Angle head brush

wrench 10 mm

D308726ZZ

D309997ZZ

D309918ZZ

D304184ZZ

Release bar for cutting tool

19 mm socket wrench

Calibration plate for

Laser reader
template caliper

Hexagonal “T” wrench

wrench 17 mm

Idler plate and screw

X and Y axes carriage

Xand Y axes carriage
sensors

Setting template for

sensors
Copyright Silca 2000 13
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1.6 KEY-GRIPPING ACCESSORIES
The PRIMA LASER machine is equipped with a universal male tailstock for keys with stems 3.6 to 7.5
mm in diameter.
Optional tailstocks and devices (for the correct clamping of different types of keys) are also available as
illustrated below:

Standard

universal tailstock for male keys
Ø 3,6 - 7,5 mm
(fit into support D1)

D709803ZB
universal tailstock for male keys
Ø 7,5 - 10,5 mm
(fit into support D1)

D709801ZB
universal tailstock for male keys
(fit into support D1)

D709802ZB
universal tailstock for square stemmed keys (FIAM)
(fit into support D1)

D709800ZB
D2 device for pump keys with round or flat stem

D710195ZB
D3 device for english and french type rim keys (Stop 1
and 2).

interchangeable
jaw

self-centering jaws for
gripping diam. 3,6-8 mm stems
ø 3,6 - 8 mm
14 Copyright Silca 2000
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D710428ZB

Set of jaws for MUEL keys (to fit to support D2)

D711216ZB

Template for Kromer keys (to use with universal tailstock
and support D1)

D711895ZB

D4 device to support FAS 389 PROFILE key with rim
Copyright Silca 2000 15
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2 TRANSPORT
ATTENTION: As the machine weighs almost 100 kg. it is advisable to have four people to lift it (two on each

side).

2.1 PACKING
The packing for PRIMA LASER is designed to ensure safe transportation and to protect the machine
and all its parts.
It comprises a pallet base (b) to which the machine is attached, and a cardboard box as a cover (a).
The machine is fixed to the base of the pallet with screwed down brackets that hold it firm into place.
This prevents the machine and its protective shield from any damage.
The closed packing is held in place by two straps which hold the cardboard box firmly on the pallet.
Symbols are printed on the outside of the cardboard box to give instructions and warnings for transporta-
tion.

Fig. 13

Fig. 14
To prevent any damage to the machine it is advisable to save and use the brackets provided for future
transportation.

2.2 UNPACKING
To remove the machine from the packing box:

1) cut the straps with scissors and remove
2) raise the top part of the cardboard box.
3) Free the machine of its plastic wrapping.
4) use the special spanner (provided in the tool kit), to loosen the nuts on the machine’s feet.
5) Use the flat 17 mm spanner to loosen the nuts holding the four feet to the Z-shaped brackets, until

the feet are resting directly on the pallet. Remove the two Z-shaped brackets.
6) check the contents in the box, that should comprise with the following:

- 1PRIMA LASER key-cutting machine
- 1set of documents, including: an operating manual, a spare parts list and a guarantee
- 1power supply cable
- 1tool kit

Note: we strongly recommend you keep the packing intact for future transportation.

2.3 MACHINE HANDLING
Place the pallet as close as possible to the site where the machine will be installed, lift the PRIMA LA-
SER by gripping the lower edge of the base. Avoid gripping any part other than the base when lifting
the machine.

a

b

Keep dry This side up Use no hooksHandle with care
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3 MACHINE INSTALLATION AND PREPARATION
The key-cutting machine can be installed by the purchaser and does not require any special skills.
It is supplied ready for use and does not need any special set up. However, the operator may have to
control a few things before operating the machine.

3.1 Checking for damage
PRIMA LASER is solid and compact and will not normally damage if transport, unpacking and installa-
tion have all been carried out according to the instructions in this manual. However, it is always advis-
able to check that the machine has not suffered any damage.

3.2 Environmental conditions
To ensure that the best use is made of the key-cutting machine, it is important to place it in a well-aired
area which is not too damp.
The ideal conditions for the machine are:

- temperature between 10˚C and 40˚C;

- relative humidity: approx. 60%.

3.3 POSITIONING AND INSTALLATION
1) Place the machine on a horizontal surface, solid enough to support the weight of 100 Kg.

- to work with ease, we suggest that the workbench be approximately the height of the operator’s
hip.

- Place the machine at least 5 cm from the wall at its back, so that air can circulate freely round it
(fig. 15).

2) When the machine is in position on the workbench, adjust the four anti-vibration feet to ensure that
the machine is perfectly balanced; tighten the four 17 mm nuts to secure the feet.

ATTENTION: Do not remove the anti-vibration feet as these guarantee stability and freedom from vibrations
when the machine is in use
3) Remove the two blocks of polystyrene used to wedge the carriage during transport and positioning.

Do this by loosening the upper knob and pulling back the cross carriage and revolving clamp.
4) Insert the supply cable into the special socket on the back of the machine, ensuring that the machine

voltage shown on the data plate corresponds to that of the mains supply.
ATTENTION: It is compulsory that the mains supply be properly earthed. If the plug provided is replaced with

a different type (homologated up to 15 Amp.), make sure that the replacement has a properly
connected earth terminal.
5) Turn on the machine by means of the switch on the back. If nothing happens, make sure that the

emergency button on the left-hand side of the machine is not activated.
6) When the machine is switched on, the fan for the electronic rack is activated, the lamp goes on and

the internal program starts running, illuminating the display and showing the message:

ATTENTION: reading this instructions booklet carefully before starting to use the machine will help you to use
the machine properly and select the functions you require.

Fig. 15

PRIMA LASER
*******OK*******

30 cm

30 cm

30 cm

100 cm
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3.4 Description of work station
The machine needs only one operator, who has the following controls at his/her disposal (fig. 11, page
10):
• master switch placed on the back of the machine
• key-positioning clamp
• keyboard
• display
• emergency button

3.5 Graphics
• The Plexiglass protective shield carries an adhesive warning label (fig. 16). This label must never be

removed.
• Two laser warning labels must be attached to the optical reader (ch. 1.2.4, page 9).

Fig. 16

Do not use compressed air
for cleaning laser warning labels
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4 “SET UP” AND USE OF THE MACHINE

4.1 KEYBOARD AND FUNCTIONS
The keypad incorporated in the PRIMA LASER, illustrated in fig. 17, enables the operator to use the
machine rapidly and easily.
Only the keys necessary for the cycle in progress are constantly enabled (except the “STOP” button,
which is always active).
The keypad interacts fully with the machine, in both the “stand alone” version and the version controlled
by PC.

Fig. 17
The keys available are shown below:

striking this key starts the TEST function (indicated by the red led in the corner of the key
illuminating) (ch. 6, page 69).

activates the function probably used most, the cutter speed change (1 = slow for steel; 2 =
fast for brass), selected by means of the arrow keys (ch. 5.5.1, page 65).

activates the function to select cutter thickness, scrolling the figures on a scale of 0.05 mm
(from a minimum of 1 mm to a maximum of 2.5 mm). (ch. 5.5.2, page 66)

activates cutting depth corrections with the “READING ONLY” function (ch. 5.3.2, page 55)

switches the light illuminating the rotating clamp on ON or OFF.

keys reserved for the memorization of key-cutting
data (ch. 5.5.3, page 66).

inactive.

TEST

F1

F2

F3

F5 F6 F7 F8
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activate for scrolling programs and functions in-
cluded in the various menus and for selecting nu-
merical data on the different scales in use.

activates the function selected from the menu in use and proceeds to the next
stage.

disactivates the selected function or any other process in progress.

DISPLAY (M)
When the machine is turned on the display shows:

- continuing with “START” the various programs on the main menu are activated, together with all the
other functions (ch. 5, page 51).

START

STOP

PRIMA LASER
*******OK*******
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4.2 INTERACTIVE SAFETY DEVICES
PRIMA LASER is provided with numerous controls and interactive safety precautions which are run au-
tomatically, invisible and therefore inaccessible to the operator.
The function of all the automatically activated controls is that of preventing errors in operations or pro-
cedures on the part of the operator when following instructions or reading messages on the display.

DEVICE DETECTION
Each device (tailstock support “D1”, pump key support “D2”, shoulder and rear bit key support “D3”,
etc.) is identified by PRIMA LASER by means of the reading sensor (R) at the beginning of each cycle.
If the device is not detected, the message "INSTALL DEVICE D.." will appear on the display.

POSITIONING OF DEVICES
The position of the devices (D1, D2, D3, etc.) is controlled by an electric contact (E0) between the de-
vice itself and the carriage below. If the contact fails, the message "POS. ERROR DEVICE D.." will ap-
pear on the display.

POSITIONING OF ROTATING CLAMP
Using the "READING ONLY" program or activating the program for "CUTTING REAR STOP KEYS" the
rotating clamp must be positioned at the end of the outer run on the carriage guide.
As with the positioning of the devices, an electric contact (E2) is placed between the rotating clamp and
the carriage below; if the contact fails, the message "POS.ERROR ROTATING JAW" will appear on the
display.

CONTROL OF CUTTING TOOL SPEED
The cutting tool is under constant control by a photocell which reads the number of revolutions and, in
proportion to the reduction of these, interacts with the program to reduce the speed with which the key
to be cut advances.
This system prevents the cutting tool from reducing speed suddenly (due to the hardness of the material
to be cut or because the cutting tool is blunt and therefore subjected to strain during cutting) thus avoid-
ing overheating or breaking the tool.
For this reason, the more the cutting tool is worn, the longer the cutting operation, up to the point when
the limit is reached and the cutting tool speed is so low as to stop the process. The message "CUTTER
FAILURE" will appear on the display.

POSITIONING THE ORIGINAL KEY
When the reading program for "BIT STOP", "SQUARE STEMMED BIT STOP" or "PUMP" keys is se-
lected, the laser reader is predisposed to detect the correct position of the different types of keys when
they are placed on axis X1, X2 or X3 of the jaws for originals. In the event of errors, the message "ORIG-
INAL KEY ERROR" will appear on the display.

CONTROL OF LASER READER
When the reading program is activated the laser beam is systematically checked to ensure it is not ob-
structed by chippings or other foreign bodies.
If the result of the test is negative the message "LASER ERROR" will appear on the display.

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN PROGRAM AND SETTINGS
As the operator must select the program which corresponds to the type of key to reproduce, PRIMA
LASER transmits a series of messages giving indications for the devices and key positions to use for
the program selected. If the operator sets the devices and installs the keys (original and blank) differ-
ently from these indications, the machine will detect the anomaly and communicate through a series of
messages which will appear immediately after the start of the test.
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4.3 ROTATING CLAMP
The rotating clamp (G) (fig. 18, page 23) is the fundamental tool of PRIMA LASER. It has various func-
tions and constitutes the third working axis (rotation) controlled by the machine. The rotating clamp is
housed in a mobile support which runs along the X axis (spaces) and is anchored to the carriage below
it by means of a dovetail guide; this allows the operator to position the clamp at any point along the key
stem, ensuring the best grip on the stem.

LOCKING
The rotating clamp is locked in position by means of the handle (T1); the position along the X axis starts
from the resting point for the jaws on the tailstock up to a rear mechanical stop which prevents the mo-
bile support from coming off dovetail support.

REMOVAL
If it is necessary to remove the rotating clamp from the guide (to clean the guide, etc.), turn knob (T2)
to release the mechanical stop. After replacing the rotating clamp on the guide, turn the knob (T2) to
lock the stop.
Before removing the clamp it is advisable to disconnect the receptacle for the rotating clamp connector
extension (B1) from the Y axis carriage, remembering to re-connect it when the clamp has been re-
placed.

GRIPPERS
The grippers (G1) are opened and closed by means of the countersunk hexagonal screw (V1), activated
by the “T” wrench (fig. 11, page 10) housed on the machine.
The grippers (G1) ensure that the key stem is centred on its axis within the set dimensions (min.3.6 mm,
max.10.5 mm); the mobile jaws adapt to the diameter of both straight and conical stems. The universal
tailstock support (D1) is designed and set to align the rotating clamp along the axis of the key stem par-
allel to the movement of the carriage X (spaces), so that it remains flat under the cutter; this ensures
perfect concentricity between the axis and the key stem with any radial position.

HEADSTOP
This accessory is complementary to the grippers for blocking the key into the rotating clamp. Whereas
the grippers centre and hold the key stem, the function of the headstop is to hold the key head, orienting
it into the horizontal position so that the bit is parallel, and to counteract twist during the cutting opera-
tions.
The head stop is mobile within the cavity of the rotating clamp, so that it can adapt to the dimensions of
the keys; after engaging with the key head it is locked in place by turning the external knob (E) clock-
wise.
The headstop can be removed from its seat and is inserted along the two guides on the rotating clamp.

CONTROLS
Once the rotating clamp support is in place its position is subject only to the rear mechanical stop. If the
clamp is housed on the external end of run, the electric contact (E2) is activated to control the reference
points for positioning keys with rear stops by means of “Stop 2” (ch. 4.10, page 30 - ch. 4.11, page 37).

FUNCTIONS
The rotating clamp provides rotation for the keyblank; this serves two main purposes:

1) to provide the cutting radius concentrical to the axis of the key stem during the cutting operation,
with a tolerance of +/- 30˚.

2) to turn double bit keys 180˚. By means of a PC function, it also provides interpolation of the move-
ments between the Y axis (depth) and the rotation axis B, enabling “radial cuts with set measure-
ments”.
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INSERTING THE KEY
The rotating clamp makes it possible to insert keys from either the front or the back, according to the
length of the key.

Fig. 18

(mechanical stop)
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V1
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4.4 UNIVERSAL TAILSTOCK SUPPORT D1
The universal tailstock support "D1" (fig. 11, page 10) together with the rotating clamp, supports mortice
and bit and double bit keyblanks. It is attached to the X axis carriage by means of the same dovetail
guide which holds the rotating clamp, so that it can be positioned at any point.
The universal tailstock support is designed to hold a set of tailstocks which keep the key stem axis in
line with the centre of rotation of the rotating clamp. The tailstocks are assigned specifically to different
types of keys, but ensure the same reference point (Stop 0) (fig. 19) for all.

LOCKING
The universal tailstock support "D1" is locked in place on the carriage by means of the handle (T); with
rear stop keys (Stop 0) the position is fixed by the mechanical stop on the internal extremity of the dove-
tail guide.

REMOVAL
The universal tailstock support can be unclipped from the carriage simply by loosening handle (T),
pushing the support over to the left and lifting it.

TAILSTOCKS
The various tailstocks (H) are housed in the hole on the support, which is shaped to provide a precise
butt and orientation for them; they are removed and fitted by a clip mechanism when the fitting pin (SS)
of a tailstock is aligned with the special groove protected by a mobile tongue (LL). The tailstock is se-
cured by means of a screw (fig. 19).
The tailstocks for male keys have a pair of self-centering grippers activated by a sunken hexagonal
screw (V2) and the universal tailstock for female keys has a conical sprung centering device which
adapts to all holes.
All the tailstocks are fitted on double bearings to give perfect concentrical rotation, allowing the keys to
move freely with the rotating clamp.

CONTROLS
The universal tailstock support "D1" is automatically detected by PRIMA LASER at each cycle, by
means of a coded bar (CC) read by a proximity sensor (R); position control (mechanical stop) is acti-
vated by an electric contact (EO) (ch. 6.2.1, page 89).

Fig. 19

Stop 0

mechanical stop

LL CC

V2

T

D1

H
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T
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4.5 SUPPORT for PUMP KEYS D2
The “D2” pump key support will take different types of keys which require front rather than side cuts on
the bit. This includes a wide range of keys with round or flat stems, with co-axial or decentred bits or
with variable thicknesses and keys with flat or sloping cuts on the bit.
Such cuts can be made with the assistance of the “D2” support as it provides a vertical oscillating move-
ment for pump keys which allows the cutting tool to cover the whole bit and make a perfectly straight cut.
Vertical movement is controlled by the rotating clamp which is connected to the support plate (J) in order
to transfer the rotary movement to the cams on support “D2” so that the slide (S1) has a vertical run of
12 mm.

LOCKING
In order to lock the “D2” support into place the universal tailstock support “D1” must be removed from
the X axis carriage. Support “D2” is installed by taking it up to the mechanical stop and locking by means
of the handle (T5).

CONNECTION TO THE ROTATING CLAMP
Lock the “D2” pump key support into place, then move up to the mobile unit on the rotating clamp until
the base is resting against the “D2” device; ensure that the support plate (J) is held by the grippers on
the rotating clamp by tightening screw (V2). Concentricity between the rotation axis of the rotating clamp
and the axis of the support plate is set mechanically in our workshops; if closure is not co-axial, contact
Silca technical assistance.

POSITIONING KEYS
The vertical slide (S1) (fig. 20) is designed to take different types of pump keys, each of which may re-
quire a special gripper (P). The gripper on the “D2” pump key support is shaped to grip all pump keys
with round stems and Mottura flat stemmed keys. All the keys are placed with the back of the bit resting
against the gripper (Stop 3) (fig. 21, page 26). The stem is self-centered in the special groove and se-
cured by means of sunken hexagonal screw (V3).

CONTROLS
The “D2” pump key support is automatically detected by PRIMA LASER at each cycle, by means of a
coded bar (CC) read by a proximity sensor (R) (fig. 11, page 10); position control (mechanical stop) is
activated by an electric contact (E0) (ch. 6.2.1, page 89).

FUNCTIONS
As mentioned above, the pump key support is designed to obtain perfectly straight cuts both at right
angles to the bit axis and with fixed slope cuts where a shaped gripper (P) (fig. 20) is used to house a
special type of key with sloping cuts.
In both cases the oscillating movement of the vertical slide (S1) is activated by the rotating clamp which
is synchronised with the movements of the Z-Y carriages to allow the cutting tool to cross the key bit,
which is raised from bottom to top by the slide itself.

Fig. 20
(side view)

mechanical
stop

V3 D2

J
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P

S1
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Fig. 21

4.6 SUPPORT FOR SHOULDER STOPS AND REAR STOPS D3
The "D3" key support is a special device for gripping English and French mortice and bit rimmed keys;
the former type (English) are placed with the rim on the outer face of the clamp (Stop 1) whereas for the
latter (French) the clamp (H1) (fig. 22) provides support for the bit as the stop (Stop 2) is on the inside
of the self-centering jaws of the rotating clamp (ch. 4.11.5, page 46 - ch. 4.11.6, page 47).

LOCKING
In order to lock the "D3" support (fig. 22) into place the universal tailstock support (D1) must be removed
from the X axis carriage. Support (D3) is installed by taking it up to the mechanical stop and locking by
means of the handle (T5).

CONNECTION TO THE ROTATING CLAMP
To fit the "D3" device first take the rotating clamp to the external end of run and position horizontally
with the key stem grippers by rotating the clamp 90x˚ anti-clockwise with the "T" wrench. Then insert
the "D3" device into its seat, holding the mobile jaws in a vertical position and lock in place with handle
(T5) (fig. 22) up against the mechanical stop and with the shoulder (J1) up against the jaws in the rotat-
ing clamp. Before inserting a keyblank, take the rotating clamp and the jaws on the "D3" device to the
horizontal position by placing the "T" wrench into the screw (V2) and turning 90˚ clockwise (fig. 19, page
24).

POSITIONING KEYS
For further instructions see ch. 4.11.5 and ch. 4.11.6.

CONTROLS
The "D3" device is automatically detected by PRIMA LASER at each cycle, by means of a coded bar
(CC) read by a proximity sensor (R) (fig. 11, page 10); position control (mechanical stop) is activated
by an electric contact (EO) (ch. 6.2.1, page 89).

Fig. 22
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4.7 SUPPORT FOR FAS 389 PROFILE KEYS D4
The D4 key support is a special device for gripping English type bit keys FAS 389 PROFILE with rim
(ch. 4.11.9, page 50).

LOCKING
In order to lock the "D4" support into place the universal tailstock support (D1) must be removed from
the X axis carriage. Support (D3) is installed by taking it up to the mechanical stop and locking by means
of the handle (T5) (fig. 23).

CONNECTION TO THE ROTATING CLAMP
To fit the "D4" device first take the rotating clamp to the external end of run and position horizontally
with the key stem grippers by rotating the clamp 90x˚ anti-clockwise with the "T" wrench. Then insert
the "D4" device into its seat, holding the mobile jaws in a vertical position and lock in place with handle
(T5) up against the mechanical stop and with the shoulder (J1) up against the jaws in the rotating clamp.
Before inserting a keyblank, take the rotating clamp and the jaws on the "D4" device to the horizontal
position by placing the "T" wrench into the screw (V2) and turning 90˚ clockwise (fig. 19, page 24).

POSITIONING KEYS
For further instructions see ch. 4.11.9, page 50.

CONTROLS
The "D4" device is automatically detected by PRIMA LASER at each cycle, by means of a coded bar
(CC) (fig. 23) read by a proximity sensor (R) (fig. 11, page 10); position control (mechanical stop) is ac-
tivated by an electric contact (E0) (ch. 6.2.1, page 89).

Fig. 23

4.8 PAIR OF CLAMPS FOR ORIGINAL KEYS
The clamps for gripping the original keys to be copied comprise two pairs of self-centering jaws de-
signed to align the axis of the key stem with the axis of the keyblank in the rotating clamp.
The clamp for original keys is installed on the Y axis carriage of the PRIMA LASER; this takes the key
up to the laser reader which will give the necessary cutting data for duplication.
As the characteristics of the keys differ from type to type, both pairs of jaws afford different closing po-
sitions, as shown on the following pages.
To distinguish between the two pairs of jaws, one is called “fixed clamp" (U1) and one “mobile clamp"
(U2), both described below.

FIXED CLAMP (U1)
Designed to grip keys by the tip (the part of the stem protruding from the bit on male keys) or to provide
support for keys by means of the centering device (C1) which aligns the key stem with the hole in female
keys. The centering device (C1) is only used for female keys and is secured in position by the knob (T3)
when the bit is resting against the caliper (C2).
The fixed clamp also provides a point of reference for all keys with bit stops (Stop 0) by means of the
mobile caliper (C2), which gives support to the key bit.
The two jaws on the fixed clamp form a “V” in which to centre all keys (male and female) with round
stems on the (X1) axis and a “U” for centering keys with square stems, such as Fiam, on axis (X2).

(front view)
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(side view)
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MOBILE CLAMP (U2)
The mobile clamp (U2) differs from the fixed clamp (U1) in the following ways:

- it is placed along the support pin (P3) within the two ends of run so that the most suitable part of the
key stem can be gripped (ch. 4.10, page 30).

- it has an asymmetrical jaw (lower) which provides the outline dimensions of the key to the laser
reader during the reading process.

- the two jaws provide a third shape for housing flat stemmed pump keys which protrude (Mottura
type) on axis (X3).

- the outer side of the two jaws provides a reference point (Stop 2) for rear stop keys (French type).

SECURING THE KEYS
The keys are locked into the two clamps by tightening the relevant knobs, which automatically centre
and align the axis of the key stem.
Both male and female double bit and mortice and bit keys can be supported by either of the clamps
whereas only the mobile clamp is used for pump keys.
Detailed descriptions are given in ch. 4.10.

CONTROLS
Clamps (U1) and (U2) do not require special attention apart from electronic setting of the key stop on
the mobile caliper (C2) and the position of the theoretical axis (X1) on the key stem (ch. 6.1, page 70);
All the other measurements are set in our workshops. The variable position of the mobile clamp (U2) is
read automatically by the laser reader during the reading process.

ATTENTION: to avoid damaging the machine, when a copy of a key has been cut always remove the centering
device (C1) from the clamp.

Fig. 24
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4.9 LASER READER
The laser reader is used to find the measurements and cuts on original keys so that they can be copied
onto the keyblanks.
This device on the PRIMA LASER key-cutting machine replaces the mechanical tracer point used on
conventional machines for the reproduction of mortice and bit and double bit keys. It constitutes inno-
vative technology which makes it possible to read the key without coming into physical contact with it
and to make a copy devoid of the small imperfections inevitable with conventional cutting.
The software which controls the reading process is designed to read a series of data from the original
key and automatically make any necessary corrections before starting the cutting operations on the key-
blank. This method makes it possible to obtain high precision copies and eliminate defects caused by
wear and tear on the key and also allows the operator to handle the data in order to remedy special
problems such as broken or worn down teeth.
Moreover, when the PRIMA LASER machine is interfaced with a personal computer and the Prima-
Code-Program software, the laser reader can transfer all the necessary data for decoding the cuts on
a given key, correcting or memorizing them in a permanent file.

CONFORMATION
The reader comprises a vertical laser beam which travels between the emitter (S2) on the base of the
support (S) and the receiver (S3) on the inner curve of the upper part of the support (S). The sender
(S2) is protected from the accumulation of swarf by a pyramid shaped glass (C3).

FUNCTIONS
By continuous approximation the laser beam tracks the outer profile of the key bit which is held and
moved by the clamps on the Y axis carriage.

READING KEYS
The part of the key read is that between the two pairs of clamps (fixed clamp U1 and mobile clamp U2).
Within these measurements the original key is read and identified according to the procedure described
in ch. 4.10, page 30.

CONTROLS
The laser beam is active only during the reading stage (when the program starts) and any interference
or faulty operation is therefore immediately apparent. If the "READING ONLY" program is activated, the
request is made to pull back the rotating clamp as far as possible (electric contact E2 active) so as to
avoid the possibility of a collision between the clamp and the cutting tool.

Fig. 25
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4.10 READING PROCESS
The reading process precedes all others in reproducing a key on the PRIMA LASER machine.

ATTENTION: before undergoing laser reading, the original key must always be cleaned to remove any
accumulated impurities at the base of the negative teeth or frazed parts on the key profile (use
the teflon brush);
ensure that the positive teeth are not so bent as to obstruct the entry of the beam into the
adjacent spaces (fig. 26);
with all keys, ensure that the stem is not bent between the tip held by the fixed clamp (U1) and
the part of the stem held in the mobile clamp (U2);
position the key so that the transversal axis of the bit/s is as horizontal as possible (fig. 27).
The reading process is started when the program has been selected from the display and the key has
been placed in position on the clamps according to the instructions in the special diagrams for each type
of key (fig. 28, fig. 29, fig. 30, fig. 31, fig. 33, fig. 34, fig. 35).
Excursion during the reading process is limited by the lower jaw of the mobile clamp (U2) and the trans-
versal run is determined both by the type of key and the size of the bit.
The laser reader is programmed to circumscribe the bit/s on the key starting from the contact on the
lower jaw of the mobile clamp (U2), to read the diameter of the part of the stem between the mobile
clamp (U2) and the bit and to recognise the type of key and its correct positioning according to the se-
lected program. It reads the first side of the bit following the cuts up to a limit of 0.5 mm from Stop 0 (up
against caliper C2 on the fixed clamp U1) then goes on the second side to follow the second bit, or if
the key has only one bit, the stem of the key.
At the end of the reading process the program automatically corrects any defects on the key caused by
wear or imperfections; the measurements read are therefore adjusted in the following way.

4.10.1 AUTOMATIC POST-READING CORRECTIONS

Fig. 26

1) Bent teeth are re-aligned vertically over the projection of the support base. The minimum distance
between the edges must be at least 0.3 mm.

2) Worn edges on the top part of positive teeth are squared over the projection of the maximum width
and height read from the tooth.

3) If the base of negative teeth is worn, depth is corrected up to the highest measurement for the side
edges (less worn as leverage is normally exercised on the centre).

4) Steps read on very wide parts of the bit (cutting close to the lock tooth, identical adjacent cuts, etc.)
are aligned on the highest measurement if the difference is no more than 0.15 mm.

5) Scratches, wear or warping read on both the vertical and horizontal faces of the teeth are regulated
over the size of the tooth at its base on the stem.

6) Steps with a thickness of less than 0.75 mm are regulated over the prevailing measurement of the
adjacent tooth.
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With regard to further corrections at the operator’s discretion, see ch. 5.4, page 59.

Fig. 27

ATTENTION: to ensure correct depth readings, the external thickness of the bit must intersect the horizontal
axis.

4.10.2 READING A KEY WITH FRONT STOP (Double bit, single bit - male)
1) Open the fixed clamp (U1) and the mobile clamp (U2)

by means of the side knobs
2) place the key into the “V” groove (X1 axis) on the fixed

clamp (U1), taking the bit up against the caliper (C2).
ATTENTION: place the key so that the longest of the two end teeth is

facing left to ensure contact with the caliper (C2) on the
vertical face of the tooth.
3) position on the stem between the bit and the head of the

key to ensure that there is a distance between the bit
and the inner side of the mobile clamp (U2) of min.3 mm
and max.15 mm. Close the clamp with the knob, without
exerting pressure.

4) close the fixed clamp (U1) by means of the knob without
exerting pressure.

5) when the reading process starts, the carriage will take
the key into contact with the laser beam along the track
and in the direction indicated by the dotted line.

6) at the end of the process observe the message on the
display to continue.

Fig. 28

ATTENTION: If the portion of stem before the bit is too short to be gripped by the fixed clamp (U1) proceed as
follows:

1) fit the key taking the bit up against the caliper (C2).
2) place the mobile clamp (U2) in position on the key stem at a minimum distance of 3 mm from

the outer edge of the rim, then close the clamp with the side knob.
3) loosen the knob (T3) (fig. 11, page 10) and fit the centring device (C1) with the tip facing the

external part of the fixed clamp (U1). Press the centring device (C1) against the key stem so
that the conical hole aligns the key stem with the theoretical axis (X1).

4) tighten the knob (T3) and start the reading process.

NO

YES

3 - 15 mm

Stop 0

X1

LASER C2

U1

U2
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4.10.3 READING A KEY WITH FRONT STOP (double bit, single bit - female)
1) open the fixed clamp (U1) so that the two jaws are com-

pletely retracted.
2) loosen knob (T3) and insert the centering device (C1)

without securing it.
3) insert the key so that the bit is up against the caliper

(C2).
4) place the mobile clamp (U2) on the most suitable posi-

tion on the stem between the bit and the head of the key
to ensure that there is a distance between the bit and the
inner side of the mobile clamp (U2) of min.3 mm and
max. 15 mm. Close the mobile clamp (U2) by means of
the side knob, without exerting pressure.

5) take the centering device (C1) up to the key stem and in-
sert into the hole until it comes to a stop.

ATTENTION: before locking the centering device (C1) by means of
knob (T3), check that the bit is resting against the
caliper (C2).
6) when the reading process starts, the carriage will take

the key into contact with the laser beam along the track
and in the direction indicated by the dotted line. At the
end of the process observe the message on the display
to continue.

Fig. 29

4.10.4 READING A KEY WITH FRONT STOP (square stem - FIAM)
1) open the fixed clamp (U1) and the mobile clamp

(U2) by means of the side knobs.
2) place the key into the special “U” groove (X2 axis),

taking the bit up against the caliper (C2).
ATTENTION: in the case of a FIAM key shaped with steps on the

tip of the stem, caliper (C2) must be positioned on
the front of the bit and not on the step.
3) place the mobile clamp (U2) so that there is a dis-

tance between the bit and the inner side of the mo-
bile clamp (U2) of min.3 mm and max.15 mm. Close
the clamp and ensure that the square stem is
housed in the “U” groove (X2 axis).

4) close the fixed clamp (U1) by means of the knob,
without exerting pressure.

5) when the reading process starts, the carriage will
take the key into contact with the laser beam along
the track and in the direction indicated by the dotted
line. At the end of the process observe the message
on the display to continue.

Fig. 30
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4.10.5 READING PUMP KEYS (round stem)
Pump keys are the only keys which need only the mobile
clamp (U2) and for which the closing axis varies accord-
ing to the type of stem (round or flat).

OPERATIONS FOR ROUND STEMMED KEYS:
1) open the mobile clamp (U2) and ensure it is as far

away as possible from the fixed clamp (U1).

1) place the key into the special “V” groove so that the
back of the bit (Stop 3) is at least 3 mm from the inner
face of the mobile clamp (U2); if the key stem is bent
it must be straightened, otherwise the teeth will not be
centred on the bit.

2) close the mobile clamp (U2) without exerting pres-
sure.

ATTENTION: during this operation keep the bit as horizontal as
possible.
3) when the reading process starts, the carriage will

take the key into contact with the laser beam along
the track and in the direction indicated by the dotted
line.

4) at the end of the process observe the message on the
display to continue.

Fig. 31

4.10.6 READING PUMP KEYS (flat stem)
Pump keys are the only keys which need only the mo-
bile clamp (U2) and for which the closing axis varies ac-
cording to the type of stem (round or flat).

OPERATIONS FOR FLAT STEMMED KEYS:
1) open the mobile clamp (U2) and ensure it is as far

away as possible from the fixed clamp (U1).
2) place the key into the special flat seat (X3 axis) so

that the back of the bit (Stop 3) is at least 3 mm from
the inner face of the mobile clamp (U2).

3) close the mobile clamp (U2) without exerting pres-
sure.

ATTENTION: when closing, make sure that the part of the key
stem to be read is resting on the whole width of
the lower jaw step so that the axis of the key is
aligned properly; an error in the lateral position
will throw out the cutting spaces on the copy!
4) when the reading process starts, the carriage will

take the key into contact with the laser beam along
the track and in the direction indicated by the dotted
line.

5) at the end of the process observe the message on
the display to continue.

Fig. 32
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4.10.7 READING SHOULDER STOP KEYS (English type)
1) Open the fixed clamp (U1) and the mobile clamp (U2) by means of the side knobs.
2) place the key into the special “V” groove (X1 axis) on the fixed clamp (U1) so that the bit is resting

against the caliper (C2).
ATTENTION: the caliper must be positioned in contact with the vertical face of the bit. Side cuts or slopes

on the bit will not be read or cut as they are automatically rejected by the program.
3) place the mobile clamp (U2) in position on the key stem at a minimum distance of 3 mm from the

rim and close without exerting pressure.
4) close the clamp (U1) with the knob, without exerting pressure.
5) when the reading process starts, the carriage will take the key into contact with the laser beam along

the track and in the direction indicated by the dotted line. At the end of the process observe the mes-
sage on the display to continue.

ATTENTION: In the part of the stem close to the bit is too short to be gripped by the fixed clamp (U1), proceed
as follows:

1) position the key so that the bit is resting against the caliper (C2).
2) position the mobile clamp (U2) on the stem of the key at a minimum distance of 3 mm from

the outer extremity of the rim, close the clamp with the side knob.
3) loosen knob (T3) and insert the centering device (C1) with the point towards the outer edge

of the fixed clamp (U1). Press the centering device (C1) against the stem of the key so that
the - conical hole aligns the key stem on the theoretical axis (X1).

4) tighten the knob (T3) and start the reading process.

Fig. 33
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4.10.8 READING REAR STOP KEYS (french type)
1) open the fixed clamp (U1) and the mobile

clamp (U2) by means of the side knobs.
2) 2)place the key into the special “V” groove (X1

axis) on the fixed clamp (U1) so that the bit is
resting against the caliper (C2).

3) 3)close the fixed clamp (U1) with the knob,
without exerting pressure.

4) 4)position the mobile clamp (U2) at the end of
the stem so that the outer side of the mobile
clamp (U2) butts against the rim on the key
(Stop 2); close the clamp with the knob, without
exerting pressure.

5) when the reading process is started the car-
riage will take the key into contact with the laser
beam along the track and in the direction indi-
cated by the dotted line.

ATTENTION: as the thickness (D) of the mobile clamp (U2) is
set in our workshops, the distance between the
bit and the rim is calculated automatically by
the program.
6) at the end of the cutting process, observe the

message on the display to continue.

Fig. 34

4.10.9 READING MUEL KEYS
1) open the fixed clamp (U1) and mobile clamp (U2) by means of the side knobs.
2) fit jaw B into the special ‘V’ (axis X1) on the fixed clamp (U1) with side B3 butting against the caliper

(C2).
3) place the mobile clamp (U2) in position so that the jaw has a good grip on the end B2.
4) close the fixed clamp (U1) with the relevant knob, without exerting pressure.
5) Position the key as shown in fig 2 and secure by means of knob B3
6) when the reading process is started the carriage will take the key into contact with the laser ray along

the path and in the direction of the dotted line.
7) At the end of the cycle see the message screened in order to continue.

Fig. 35
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4.10.10 READING KROMER KEYS
1) open the fixed clamp (U1) and mobile clamp (U2) by

means of the side knobs.
2) fit the key into the special ‘V’ (axis X1) on the fixed clamp

(U1) taking the bit up against the caliper (C2).
ATTENTION: place the key in position so that the highest tooth faces

left, ensuring contact with the caliper (C2) on the vertical
wall of the tooth.
3) place the mobile clamp (U2) in position on the key stem

at a minimum distance of 3 mm from the edge of the rim
and close without exerting pressure.

4) close the fixed clamp (U1) with the relevant knob without
exerting pressure.

5) when the reading process is started the carriage will take
the key into contact with the laser ray along the path and
in the direction of the dotted line.

6) At the end of the cycle see the message screened in or-
der to continue

Fig. 36

4.10.11 READING FAS 389 PROFILE KEYS
1) Open the fixed clamp (U1) and the mobile clamp (U2)

by means of the side knobs.
2) fit the key into the special ‘V’ (axis X1) on the fixed

clamp (U1) taking the bit up against the caliper (C2).
ATTENTION: the caliper must be properly positioned in contact

with the vertical side of the bit. Lateral cuts or gaps on
the bit will not be considered in reading or in cutting
and will be automatically refused by the program.
3) place the mobile clamp (U2) in position on the key

stem at a minimum distance of 3 mm from the edge of
the rim and close without exerting pressure.

4) close the fixed clamp (U1) with the relevant knob with-
out exerting pressure.

5) Start the reading process, which will take the reader
over the path shown by the dotted line. At the end of
the cycle see the message screened in order to contin-
ue.

Fig. 37
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4.11 CUTTING PROCESS
The cutting process is conditioned by the reading process with both the "READING + CUTTING" pro-
gram (automatic progression) and the "READING ONLY" program for making auxiliary corrections and
cutting a modified version of the original. The "READING ONLY" program can be activated only for cut-
ting keys from data already memorized (the last copy carried out for each type of key, or previously read,
or recalled from the file - ch. 5, page 51).
As the cutting operation is extremely important and requires maximum attention to position the keyblank
properly, select the appropriate work program, etc., it is advisable to take the following precautions:

ATTENTION: ensure that the work program selected corresponds to the type of key to be cut (ch. 5, page 51).
- Ensure that the keyblank is positioned according to the diagrams given in fig. 48, fig. 49,

fig. 50, fig. 51, fig. 52.
- Ensure that the keyblank is at least the same size as the original (larger bits are automat-

ically trimmed).
- Ensure that the cutting speed is suitable for the material of which the keyblank is made

(ch. 5.5.1, page 65).
The operations to carry out in order to install the keyblank are shown on the machine display; the device
to fit is shown (universal tailstock support (D1), pump key device (D2), support for shoulder stop keys
(D3), etc.), together with the relevant key stop (Stop 0, Stop 1, Stop 2, Stop 3, etc.) according to the
diagrams in fig. 48, fig. 49, fig. 50, fig. 51 and fig. 52.
The keys are housed in different seats according to the type of key and to the devices being used.
The different types of keys can be summarized in five categories:

- BIT STOP KEYS (mortice and bit, double bit, male and female)

- PUMP KEYS (round stem, flat stem such as Mottura)

- BIT STOP KEYS with SQUARE STEMS (Fiam special series)

- SHOULDER STOP KEYS (English type keys with bit and rim)

- REAR STOP KEYS (French type male and female bit keys)
When the cutting process starts PRIMA LASER activates a series of safety controls designed to elimi-
nate possible errors in positioning the devices according to the work program selected (ch. 4.2, page
21 - ch. 6.2.1, page 89).
By reading the original key the program acquires all the data necessary for reproduction and during the
cutting operation PRIMA LASER adopts other interactive control functions, described in detail in ch. 4.2,
page 21.
After positioning the keyblank correctly on the device indicated and on the rotating clamp, the cutting
process proceeds by moving the key up to the work area close to the cutting tool, then starting the cut-
ting tool turning at the required speed and taking it, at a slightly lower speed, towards the first cut on the
key.
As the operations which follow vary according to the type of key being cut, it is advisable to observe
carefully the specifications on the page following each diagram (fig. 38, fig. 39, fig. 40, fig. 41, fig. 42,
fig. 43, fig. 44, fig. 45, fig. 46, fig. 47).

The cutting process essentially uses two working methods for the two main types of keys:

- MORTICE and BIT and DOUBLE BIT KEYS (male and female, with round or square stems, bit stop,
shoulder stop or rear stop).

- PUMP KEYS (with round or flat stems, flat or sloping cuts).

For the first group (bit keys,...) cutting is carried out radially, concentric to the stem axis, and for the sec-
ond group (pump keys) flat (or rectilinear) cuts are carried out over the thickness of the bit.
For each of these categories there is a special dedicated work program.
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MORTICE AND BIT AND DOUBLE BIT KEYS
- Cutting begins on the bit on the left-hand side of the stem (seen as a double bit key after installation

on the machine), starting from the tip and going towards the head.

- The second bit, the one on the right, is cut in reverse, i.e. from the head to the tip.

Fig. 38

- The cutting path is automatically calculated by the program on the basis of the reading from the orig-
inal key. The thicknesses of all the teeth (positive and negative) are compared with the thickness of
thecuttingtoolstoredinthememory(canbereadonthemachinedisplaybymeansof the“F2” function).
If the thickness of any of the teeth is less than that of the cutting tool (standard cutting tool, 1.5 mm),
the program will indicate the maximum thickness needed to make an identical copy of the key.

If all the teeth are thicker than the cutting tool, the program will indicate the difference and the number
of times the cutting tool needs to pass to reproduce the cuts correctly.

Fig. 39

- Because the bits on keyblanks will necessarily be larger than those on the original, the cutting tool
begins the cutting operation at the maximum safety distance from the stem axis, which is 33 mm.
The cutting tool is brought into contact with the bit at reduced speed to determine the size, then the
tool withdraws to the safety distance before beginning the next cut.

- To ensure accuracy, the contact test is repeated at least three times, or as many times as necessary
for the program to acquire the width of the bit.

- The purpose of the entire procedure is to reduce the backwards and forwards movement of the cut-
ting tool, limiting its excursion to within a new safety measurement of 3 mm beyond the edge of the
bit, thereby accelerating the cutting process.

Fig. 40
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- On taking the key up to the cutting tool, the rotating clamp imposes an anticlockwise angle of -30˚
to the transversal axis of the bit, thus facilitating cutting by providing a single direction (+60˚ clock-
wise) for the cutting radius after the depth for the tooth being cut has been reached.

Fig. 41

- At the end of the cutting operation on the left-hand bit, the cutting tool trims the bit up to the stem
(diameter read from the original key) thereby rectifying the diameter of the stem as the key turns
simultaneously, together with the removal of any portion of bit which exceeds the length of the orig-
inal.

- During bit trimming the stem is rectified in two operations; by rotating anticlockwise -60˚ then invert-
ing by +180˚, giving a radius on half the circumference of the stem; when the key is turned onto its
second side, the process is repeated in reverse, giving perfect reproduction right up to the tip of the
key.

Fig. 42

- With square stemmed keys the program applies a special bit trimming process which does not re-
move the edges of the stem. The key is positioned on the horizontal axis at a distance of 2 mm from
the end of the stem; the cutting tool then enters tangentially on the vertical side of the stem so that
any portion of the bit which exceeds the original measurement can be removed.

Fig. 43

- With square stemmed keys the program applies a special bit trimming process which does not re-
move the edges of the stem. The key is positioned on the horizontal axis at a distance of 2 mm from
the end of the stem; the cutting tool then enters tangentially on the vertical side of the stem so that

+60˚

-30˚ 30˚

30˚

R2

R1

+180˚

-60˚

2 mm
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any portion of the bit which exceeds the original measurement can be removed.

Fig. 44

- The advancing speed of the tool over the bit (not to be confused with the speed of cutting, or tool
operation, which depends on whether the material is brass or steel) is automatically adopted by the
program according to the diameter of the stem read from the original key. The speed ratio is select-
ed from a scale of diameters sub-divided proportionally between a minimum diameter of 3.6 mm and
a maximum diameter of 10.5 mm; in effect, the thicker the key, the slower the advancing speed of
the cutting tool.

Fig. 45
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PUMP KEYS
- The cutting method used for pump keys is different from that used for bit keys as the cuts are not

rounded but must be as straight as possible and are nearly always perpendicular to the axis of the
bit.
The special "D2" device is designed to give vertical oscillating movement so that the bit is crossed
by the entire thickness of the cutting tool; the total run of 12 mm is divided into two parts (negative
and positive) symmetrically opposed to the horizontal axis of the cutting tool.

Fig. 46

- As the width of the keyblank bit may exceed the dimensions of the original key, the cutting process
begins at the centre of the bit, at a safety distance of 23 mm, then the cutting tool proceeds to read
the bit size by carrying out the contact test three times in order to reduce the in-out run to 3 mm from
the bit edge.
Cutting is carried out on the first half of the bit (outside), trimming up to the back of the bit, then on
the second half (inside), starting again from the centre of the bit to complete the cutting and trimming
operations.

Fig. 47
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4.11.1 CUTTING BIT STOP KEYS (double bit - single bit - male)
The keyblank to be cut must be positioned according to the parameters shown on the display when the
appropriate program has been selected. The tailstock support “D1” and the key reference “Stop 0” are
used for bit stop keys.
It is advisable to follow the instructions below carefully, in the order given.

1) Loosen the handle (T1) by moving it anticlockwise so that the rotating clamp (G) can be moved back
to a convenient distance for inserting the key on the same side as the jaws.

2) Loosen knob (E) and move the headstop connected to it slightly back.
3) Place the tailstock support “D1” up against the mechanical stop on the end of the guide, making sure

that there are no foreign bodies which could obstruct correct positioning, then secure with the handle
(T).

ATTENTION: if the tailstock support “D1” is not properly positioned, the electric contact (E0) will detect the
anomaly and activate the error message (ch. 6.2.1, page 89).
4) Insert the standard tailstock (H) for male keys into the special seat in the “D1” support, with the

screw (V2) upwards (ch. 4.4, page 24).
ATTENTION: insert the tailstock and push all the way in.

5) Remove the "T" wrench (T4) from its holder and retract the jaws on the rotating clamp by turning the
sunken hexagonal screw (V1); after this operation the "T" wrench can be left in the screw (V1).

6) Place the keyblank into the rotating clamp (G) from the inside, positioning the stem over the "V" in
the grippers. Push the tip of the key into the tailstock (H) so that the bits rest against the self-center-
ing grippers.

7) Slightly close the grippers on the rotating clamp by means of the "T" wrench already in the screw
(V1), without actually gripping the key stem. Move the rotating clamp (G) towards the tailstock to
establish a minimum safety distance of 10 mm between the grippers on the rotating clamp into place
with the handle (T1).

8) Holding the knob (E) in the left hand, push the headstop against the key, aligning it transversally and
making sure that the bits butt against the grippers on the tailstock (H). At the same time, close the
grippers on the key stem by means of the "T" wrench (T4) already in the screw (V1). Lock the head-
stop in position by turning the knob (E) clockwise without exerting pressure.

9) Take the "T" wrench (T4) to the screw (V2) on the tailstock and secure the tip of the key.
10) Replace the "T" wrench in its holder, lower the protective shield and start the cutting process with

the START button.
To remove the cut key, carry out the above-mentioned operations in reverse order.

Fig. 48
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4.11.2 CUTTING BIT STOP KEYS (double bit - single bit - female)
The keyblank to be cut must be positioned according to the parameters shown on the display when the
appropriate program has been selected. The tailstock support “D1” and the key reference “Stop 0” are
used for bit stop keys.
It is advisable to follow the instructions below carefully, in the order given.

1) Loosen the handle (T1) by moving it anticlockwise so that the rotating clamp (G) can be moved back
to a convenient distance for inserting the key on the same side as the jaws.

2) Loosen knob (E) and move the headstop connected to it slightly back.
3) Place the tailstock support “D1” up against the mechanical stop on the end of the guide, making sure

that there are no foreign bodies which could obstruct correct positioning, then secure with the handle
(T).

ATTENTION: if the tailstock support “D1” is not properly positioned, the electric contact (E0) will detect the
anomaly and activate the error message (ch. 6.2.1, page 89).
4) Insert the universal tailstock for female keys (H) into its special seat, with the screw (V2) upwards

(see chapter 11).
ATTENTION: insert the tailstock and push all the way in.

5) Remove the "T" wrench (T4) from its holder and re-
tract the jaws on the rotating clamp by turning the
sunken hexagonal screw (V1); after this operation the
"T" wrench can be left in the screw (V1).

6) Fit the key blank into the swivel clamp (G) from the in-
side, place the stem on the ‘V’ in the grips, then take
the key forward until the tailstock centering device (H)
fits into the hole in the stem.

7) Slightly close the grippers on the rotating clamp by
means of the "T" wrench already in the screw (V1),
without actually gripping the key stem; move the rotat-
ing clamp (G) towards the tailstock to establish a min-
imum safety distance of 10 mm between the grippers
on the rotating clamp and the rear of the bit, then lock
the rotating clamp into place with the handle (T1).

8) Hold knob (E) in your left hand and press the head
stop against the key until the key bit butts against the
tailstock rim, contrasting the spring of the centering
device previously placed in the hole in the stem. At the
same time, secure the head stop in position by turning
the knob (E) clockwise without exerting pressure.
Close the grips on the key stem using the ‘T’ wrench
(T4) already fitted to the screw (V1).

9) Take the "T" wrench (T4) to the screw (V2) on the tail-
stock and secure the centering device.

10) Replace the "T" wrench in its holder, lower the protec-
tive shield and start the cutting process with the
START button.

Fig. 49

To remove the cut key, carry out the above-mentioned
operations in reverse order.
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4.11.3 CUTTING BIT STOP KEYS (square stem - FIAM)
The keyblank to be cut must be positioned according to the parameters shown on the display when the
appropriate program has been selected. The tailstock support “D1” and the key reference “Stop 0” are
used for bit stop keys.
It is advisable to follow the instructions below carefully, in the order given.

1) Loosen the handle (T1) by moving it anticlockwise so that the rotating clamp (G) can be moved back
to a convenient distance for inserting the key on the same side as the jaws.

2) 2)Loosen knob (E) and move the headstop connected to it slightly back.
3) 3)Place the tailstock support “D1” up against the mechanical stop on the end of the guide, making

sure that there are no foreign bodies which could obstruct correct positioning, then secure with the
handle (T).

ATTENTION: if the tailstock support “D1” is not properly positioned, the electric contact (E0) will detect the
anomaly and activate the error message (ch. 6.2.1, page 89).
4) Insert the special tailstock for square stemmed keys into the special seat on the support (D1), posi-

tioning by turning the screw (V2) 45˚ (clockwise - position given by the shutter).
ATTENTION: insert the tailstock and push all the way in.

5) Remove the "T" wrench (T4) from its holder and retract the jaws on the rotating clamp by turning the
sunken hexagonal screw (V1); after this operation the "T" wrench can be left in the screw (V1).

6) Place the keyblank into the rotating clamp (G) from the inside, positioning the square stem over the
"V" in the grippers. Push the key tip into the special tailstock (H) so that the bit rests against the self-
centering grippers.

ATTENTION: if using a FIAM key with a step on the tip of the stem, the key must rest against the bit with the
step inserted into the special space (fig. 50).
7) Slightly close the grippers on the rotating clamp by means of the "T" wrench already in the screw

(V1), without actually gripping the key stem. Move the rotating clamp (G) towards the tailstock to
establish a minimum safety distance of 10 mm between the grippers on the rotating clamp and the
rear of the bit, then lock the rotating clamp into place with the handle (T1).

8) Hold knob (E) in your left hand and press the head stop against the key, aligning it crosswise so that
the bits butt against the tailstock grips (H) and at the same time secure the position of the head step
by turning the knob (E) clockwise without exerting pressure. Close the grips on the key stem using
the ‘T’ wrench (T4) already fitted to the screw (V1).

9) Take the "T" wrench (T4) to the screw (V2) on the tailstock and secure the tip of the key.
10) Replace the "T" wrench in its holder, lower the protective shield and start the cutting process with

the START button.

Fig. 50
To remove the cut key, carry out the above-mentioned operations in reverse order.
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4.11.4 CUTTING PUMP KEYS
The keyblank to be cut must be positioned according to the parameters shown on the display when the
appropriate program has been selected. The tailstock support “D2” and the key reference “Stop 3” are
used for pump keys.
It is advisable to follow the instructions below carefully, in the order given.

1) Loosen the handle (T1) by moving it anticlockwise so that the rotating clamp (G) can be moved back
to the end of its outer run (mechanical stop).

2) Place the tailstock support “D2” up against the mechanical stop at the end of the guide, making sure
that there are no foreign bodies to obstruct correct positioning, then lock in place with the handle
(T5).

ATTENTION: if the tailstock support “D2” is not properly positioned, the electric contact (E0) will detect the
anomaly and activate the error message (ch. 6.2.1, page 89).
3) Remove the “T” wrench (T4) from its holder and retract the grippers (G1) on the rotating clamp (G)

by means of the “T” wrench in the sunken hexagonal screw (V1). At the end of this operation the “T”
wrench can be left in the screw (V1).

4) Take the rotating clamp (G) up to the pump key support “D2” and lock in position by means of the
handle (T1). Close the grippers (G1) with the “T” wrench already in the screw (V1), making sure it
engages between the rotating clamp and the support plate (J).

5) Transfer the “T” wrench onto the sunken hexagonal screw (V3) and loosen this to facilitate the in-
sertion of the keyblank.

6) Place the keyblank into the “V” groove on the universal jaw (P) (specially shaped for all round
stemmed keys and Mottura type flat stemmed keys), taking the back of the bit up against the jaw
(Stop 3). Secure the key in position by means of the “T” wrench, already in place in the screw (V3),
taking care to keep the bit horizontal.

7) Replace the “T” wrench in its holder, lower the protective shield and start the cutting process with
the START button.

To remove the cut key, carry out the operations described above, in reverse order.

Fig. 51
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4.11.5 CUTTING SHOULDER STOP KEYS (English type)
The keyblank to be cut must be positioned according to the parameters shown on the display when ap-
propriate program has been selected. The tailstock support “D3” and the key reference “Stop 1” are
used for shoulder stop keys.
It is advisable to follow the instructions below carefully, in the order given.

1) Loosen the handle (T1) by moving it anticlockwise so that the rotating clamp (G) can be moved back
and locked in place at the end of its outer run (mechanical stop).

ATTENTION: if the rotating clamp is not properly positioned, the electric contact (E2) will detect the anomaly
and activate the error message (ch. 6.2.1, page 89).
2) Loosen knob (E) and move the headstop connected to it slightly back.
3) Remove the “T” wrench (T4) from its holder and insert into the screw (V1), turn the rotating clamp

90˚ anticlockwise (towards the cutting tool). At the end of this operation do not remove the “T”
wrench from the screw (V1) (fig. 52-B).

4) Hold the “D3” device with the mobile jaws in a vertical position, and take up to the mechanical stop
at the end of the run on the dovetail guide, making sure that no foreign bodies obstruct correct po-
sitioning, then lock by means of knob (T5).

ATTENTION: when the “D3” device has been secured, the shoulder (J1) is forced to rest against the grippers
(G1) on the rotating clamp, affecting the positioning of the mobile jaws.
5) Take the rotating clamp back to its original position by turning 90˚ clockwise with the “T” wrench

(T4).
6) Use the “T” wrench (T4), already in place on the screw (V1), to retract the grippers on the rotating

clamp.
7) Place the keyblank into the rotating clamp (G) from the inside, retract the pair of self-centering jaws

on the “D3” device by means of the knob (T6), take the rim up against the face of the self-centering
jaws (Stop 1), then secure the key lightly by means of knob (T6).

8) Slightly close the grippers on the rotating clamp by means of the “T” wrench (T4) and at the same
time bring the headstop up to the key by means of knob (E). Secure without exerting pressure.

9) Finally lock the stem into place both with the knob (T6) and the “T” wrench (T4), without exerting
pressure.

10) Replace the “T” wrench in its holder, lower the protective shield and start the cutting process with
the START button.

To remove the cut key, carry out the operations described from 7 to 10 in reverse order.

Fig. 52
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4.11.6 CUTTING REAR STOP KEYS (French type)
The keyblank to be cut must be positioned according to the parameters shown on the display when the
appropriate program has been selected. The tailstock support “D3” and the key reference “Stop 2” are
used for rear stop keys.
It is advisable to follow the instructions below carefully, in the order given.

1) Loosen the handle (T1) by moving it anticlockwise so that the rotating clamp (G) can be moved back
and locked in place at the end of its outer run (mechanical stop).

ATTENTION: if the rotating clamp is not properly positioned, the electric contact (E2) will detect the anomaly
and activate the error message (ch. 6.2.1, page 89).
2) Loosen knob (E) and move the headstop connected to it slightly back.
3) Remove the “T” wrench (T4) from its holder and insert into the screw (V1), turn the rotating clamp

90˚ anticlockwise (towards the cutting tool). At the end of this operation do not remove the “T”
wrench from the screw (V1) (fig. 53-B).

4) Hold the “D3” device with the mobile jaws in a vertical position, and take up to the mechanical stop
at the end of the run on the dovetail guide, making sure that no foreign bodies obstruct correct po-
sitioning, then lock by means of knob (T5).

ATTENTION: when the “D3” device has been secured, the shoulder (J1) is forced to rest against the grippers
(G1) on the rotating clamp, affecting the positioning of the mobile jaws.
5) Take the rotating clamp back to its original position by turning 90˚ clockwise with the “T” wrench

(T4).
6) Use the “T” wrench (T4), already in place on the screw (V1), to retract the grippers on the rotating

clamp.
7) Place the keyblank into the rotating clamp (G) from the inside, far enough in for the rim to enter the

grippers (G1). At the same time retract the mobile jaws by means of knob (T6).
8) Slightly close the grippers (G1) by means of the “T” wrench, at the same time holding the key rim

up against the grippers by pushing on knob (E) of the headstop (fig. 53-A).
9) Lightly close the mobile jaws by means of knob (T6) aligning the key stem with the “V”, then lock the

grippers (G1) by means of the “T” wrench, which can now be replaced in its holder.
10) Finally lock the stem in the mobile jaws by tightening the knob (T6), without exerting pressure.
11) Lower the protective shield and start the cutting process with the START button.
To remove the cut key, carry out the operations described from 7 to 11, in reverse order.

Fig. 53
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4.11.7 CUTTING MUEL type KEYS (pump key, French type sloping cuts)
Placing the key blank in position is an operation to carry out according to the parameters shown on the
display when the program involved has been selected; the MUEL type of key requires the use of the
‘D2’ tailstock support and the key reference on ‘Stop 4’.
Please read the following instructions carefully and carry out the operations in the order given.

1) Loosen knob (T1) turning anticlockwise until the swivel clamp (G) can be pulled back to the end of
its external run (mechanical stop).

2) If the ‘D2’ tailstock support is not in place, position it so that it butts against the mechanical stop at
the end of run, making sure that swarf or other obstacles do not affect positioning. Secure with the
knob (T5).

ATTENTION: If the ‘D2’ tailstock support is not properly housed, the electric contact (E0) will detect the wrong
position and activate a special message (ch. 6.2.1, page 89).
3) Remove the ‘T’ wrench (T4) from its seat and prise apart the grips (G1) on the swivel clamp (G) by

means of the recessed hex screw (V1). When the operation is complete, the ‘T’ wrench can be left
on the screw (V1).

4) Take the swivel clamp (G) up against the ‘D2’ support for pump keys and secure by means of the
knob (T1). Close the grips (G1) with the ‘T’ wrench already on the screw (V1) to ensure anchorage
between the swivel clamp and the sunk key (J).Transfer the ‘T’ wrench to the recessed hex screw
(V3) and loosen so that the pump key jaw can be removed.

5) Fit jaw A (Fig.1)
6) Fit the key blank into its seat as shown in fig. 1 taking the key stop up against the jaw (Stop 4); se-

cure the key in its seat with the ‘T’ wrench already on the screw (V3).
7) Replace the ‘T’ wrench (T4) in its housing, lower the protective shield and start the process with

START.
To remove the key at the end of the cutting cycle, carry out the same operations in reverse order.

Fig. 54
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4.11.8 CUTTING SHORT AND LONG KROMER KEYS (double bit key with rim)
Placing the key blank in position is an operation to carry
out according to the parameters shown on the display
when the program involved has been selected; the
KROMER type of key requires the use of the ‘D1’ tail-
stock support and the key reference on ‘Stop 0’, using a
special template (fig. 54).
Please read the following instructions carefully and car-
ry out the operations in the order given.

1) Loosen the handle (T1) by moving it anticlockwise
so that the rotating clamp (G) can be moved back to
a convenient distance for inserting the key on the
same side as the jaws.

2) Loosen knob (E) and move the headstop connected
to it slightly back.

3) Place the tailstock support “D1” up against the me-
chanical stop on the end of the guide, making sure
that there are no foreign bodies which could obstruct
correct positioning, then secure with the handle (T).

ATTENTION: if the tailstock support “D1” is not properly
positioned, the electric contact (E0) will detect the
anomaly and activate the error message (ch. 6.2.1,
page 89).
4) Insert the standard tailstock (H) for male keys into

the special seat in the “D1” support, with the screw
(V2) upwards (ch. 4.4, page 24).

ATTENTION: insert the tailstock and push all the way in.
5) Remove the "T" wrench (T4) from its holder and re-

tract the jaws on the rotating clamp by turning the
sunken hexagonal screw (V1); after this operation
the "T" wrench can be left in the screw (V1).

Fig. 55
6) Fit the key blank into the swivel clamp (G) from the

inside, positioning the stem on the ‘V’ in the grips,
then place the key tip into the tailstock (H).

7) Close the swivel clamp grips slightly by means of the ‘T’ wrench already on the screw (V1), without
exerting pressure on the key stem. Move the swivel clamp (G) towards the tailstock until there is a
minimum safety distance of 10 mm between the grips on the swivel clamp and the edge of the key
rim. Secure the swivel clamp in position with the knob (T1).

8) Hold the knob (E) with your left hand and press the head stop against the key, aligning it crosswise
and making sure that the rim goes through the template D to butt against the grips on the tailstock
(H). At the same time secure the head stop in position by turning the knob (E) clockwise without
exerting pressure, then close the grips on the key stem with the ‘T’ wrench (T4) already on the screw
(V1).

9) Take the "T" wrench (T4) to the screw (V2) on the tailstock and secure the tip of the key.
10) Replace the "T" wrench in its holder, lower the protective shield and start the cutting process with

the START button.
To remove the cut key, carry out the above-mentioned operations in reverse order.
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4.11.9 CUTTING FAS PROFILO KEYS
The keyblank to be cut must be positioned according to the parameters shown on the display when ap-
propriate program has been selected. The tailstock support “D4” and the key reference “Stop 5” are
used for shoulder stop keys.
It is advisable to follow the instructions below carefully, in the order given.

1) Loosen the handle (T1) by moving it anticlockwise so that the rotating clamp (G) can be moved back
and locked in place at the end of its outer run (mechanical stop).

ATTENTION: if the rotating clamp is not properly positioned, the electric contact (E2) will detect the anomaly
and activate the error message (ch. 6.2.1, page 89).
2) Loosen knob (E) and move the headstop connected to it slightly back.
3) Remove the “T” wrench (T4) from its holder and insert into the screw (V1), turn the rotating clamp

90˚ anticlockwise (towards the cutting tool). At the end of this operation do not remove the “T”
wrench from the screw (V1).

4) Hold the “D4” device with the mobile jaws in a vertical position, and take up to the mechanical stop
at the end of the run on the dovetail guide, making sure that no foreign bodies obstruct correct po-
sitioning, then lock by means of knob (T5).

ATTENTION: if the tailstock support “D4” is not properly positioned, the electric contact (E0) will detect the
anomaly and activate the error message (ch. 6.2.1, page 89).

ATTENTION: when the “D4” device has been secured, the shoulder (J1) is forced to rest against the grippers
(G1) on the rotating clamp, affecting the positioning of the mobile jaws.
5) Take the rotating clamp back to its original position by turning 90˚ clockwise with the “T” wrench

(T4).
6) Use the “T” wrench (T4), already in place on the screw (V1), to retract the grippers on the rotating

clamp.
7) Place the keyblank into the rotating clamp (G) from the inside, retract the pair of self-centering jaws

on the “D4” device by means of the knob (T6), take the rim up against the face of the self-centering
jaws (Stop 1), then secure the key lightly by means of knob (T6).

8) Slightly close the grippers on the rotating clamp by means of the “T” wrench (T4) and at the same
time bring the headstop up to the key by means of knob (E). Secure without exerting pressure.

9) Finally lock the stem into place both with the knob (T6) and the “T” wrench (T4), without exerting
pressure.

10) Replace the “T” wrench in its holder, lower the protective shield and start the cutting process with
the START button.

To remove the cut key, carry out the operations described from 7 to 10 in reverse order.

Fig. 56
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5 OPERATING GUIDE
PRIMA LASER is designed to work as a stand alone unit or as a peripheral of a Personal Computer.
This chapter describes the structure of the work program contained in the machine memory. The soft-
ware package for operating the machine from a PC is described separately in its own manual.

5.1 INITIAL OPERATIONS
When the key-cutting machine has been placed on its workbench and connected to the mains (ch. 3,
page 17), proceed as follows:

1) make sure that the emergency button is not turned on.
2) turn the machine on by means of the main switch that is located on the back of the machine.

5.2 MAIN MENÙ
Within three seconds, that is to say after the program is activated and internal diagnostics have taken
place, this message will appear on the display:

Pushing

the main menu is displayed. By default it begins:

- Function for cutting double and single bit keys, male or female, with front stop.
Pushing

the next function is displayed:

- Function for cutting pump keys with round or flat stems.
the program for the key involved can be activated during scrolling by striking

striking

the previous program can be returned:

- Function for cutting double bit keys with square stems

PRIMA LASER
*******OK*******

START

BIT STOP
KEYS

PUMP
KEYS

START

SQUARED STEM
BIT STOP KEY

SHOULDER
STOP KEYS
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- Function for cutting English type keys with central stop

- Function for cutting French type keys with back stop

- Function for cutting French type MUEL keys

- Function for cutting KROMER keys with short bits

- Function for cutting KROMER keys with long bits

- Function for cutting English type keys for FAS 389 PROFILE
If it is necessary to return to the first message, from any function strike

REAR STOP
KEYS

MUEL
KEYS

KROMER
SHORT

KROMER
LONG

FAS 389
PROFILE

STOP
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5.3 SUB-MENUS
After selecting the function (according to the type of key to be cut) from the main menu, proceed by
selecting the next functions.

Function selected (first by default) from those available, for key type:

Proceed with

The display will show

By default, the first function in the sub-menu appears. This relates to "READING + CUTTING" as a se-
quence of operations carried out automatically when the original has been positioned on the clamp un-
der the laser reader and the blank is on the rotating clamp.
This function is the one most commonly used when rapid key cutting is required without interrupting the
cycle between reading and cutting and when manual corrections to the key are not necessary.

Scroll the next function with

The second function in the sub-menu appears. This relates to "READING ONLY", to read the cutting
data from the original key positioned on the clamp under the laser reader.
This function is used if it is necessary to correct the duplicate key after reading the original (ch. 5.4, page
59)

Scroll the next function with

The third function in the sub-menu appears. This relates to "CUTTING ONLY", to cut the keyblank po-
sitioned on the rotating clamp.
This function can be used only after the original key has been read and corrected if necessary. If it is
used without a prior reading, it allows cutting of the last key copied from the type of key being used or
makes it possible to make one or more copies of keys filed in one of the supplementary memories (cap.
5.5 a pag. 65).

The function required can be activated during scrolling by striking

previous program can be returned to with

BIT STOP
KEYS

START

READING +
COPYING

READING
ONLY

CUTTING
ONLY

START
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If it is necessary to return to the main menu, strike:

The three functions in the sub-menu are available for all key types included in the main menu.

5.3.1 “READING + CUTTING” FUNCTIONS
Function selected from the sub-menu (first by default):

Proceed with:

The message appears indicating the position for the original key R.H. = right (on the clamp under the
laser reader - cap. 4.10 a pag. 30) and for the keyblank L.H. = left (on the rotating clamp) using the
references:

- D1 = universal tailstock support

- STOP 0 = position key on front of bit (bit stop) (cap. 4.11.1 a pag. 42).

After setting the machine according to the instructions displayed, proceed with:

This message appears when reading and cutting are in progress:

At the end of the whole cycle a message appears to repeat for further copies and shows the references
to position the new keyblank:

After setting the machine, proceed with:

During the new cutting cycle (cutting only in this case) the following message is shown on the display:

At the end of the second cycle, the previous message for another copy appears. If required, proceed
by setting up the new keyblank and strike START. If not, strike STOP to return to the function selected

STOP

READING +
COPYING

START

R.H. ORIGINAL
L.H. D1 - STOP 0

START

READING + CUT.
IN PROGRESS

COPY N. 1
IN PROGRESS

OTHER COPY
L.H. D1 - STOP 0

START

COPY N. 2
IN PROGRESS
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from the sub-menu

strike

to return to the item selected from the sub-menu

5.3.2 “READING ONLY” FUNCTIONS
Function selected from sub-menu (second in scrolling order):

Proceed with:

The message appears indicating the position for the original key R.H. = right (on the clamp under the
laser reader - ch. 4.10, page 30).
When the reading process begins the program checks the devices (D1, D2, D3, etc.) and the position
of the rotating clamp; anomalies are indicated by error messages (ch. 6.2.1, page 89).

Proceed with:

The following message appears during the reading process:

At the end of the cycle a message appears

to allow the operator to make any corrections to the data read, by striking “F3” (ch. 5.5, page 65) or to

START

COPY N. 3
IN PROGRESS

STOP

READING +
COPYING

READING
ONLY

START

R.H. ORIGINAL

START

READING
IN PROGRESS

DATA CORRECT.
F3 - START
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make an uncorrected copy, by striking

The message appears showing the references for positioning the keyblank, L.H. = left:

- D1 = universal tailstock support in position

- STOP 0 = place key on front of bit (bit stop) (ch. 4.11.1, page 42).

After inserting the key and setting the machine according to the instructions displayed, proceed with:

This message appears when cutting is in progress:

At the end of the cutting cycle this message appears:

After inserting a new keyblank, proceed with:

The previous message appears to allow the operator to correct the data with F3 or to make another
copy like the previous one by striking

If it is necessary to interrupt the cycle, strike

to return to the item selected from the sub-menu

START

INSTALL COPY
L.H. D1 - STOP 0

START

COPY N. 1
IN PROGRESS

OTHER COPY
L.H. D1 - STOP 0

START

START

STOP

READING
ONLY
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5.3.3 “CUTTING ONLY" FUNCTIONS
Function selected from sub-menu (third in scrolling order):

Proceed with

The message appears showing the references for positioning the keyblank, L.H. = left

- D1 = universal tailstock support

- STOP 0 = place key on front of bit (bit stop) (ch. 4.11, page 37)
After inserting the key and setting the machine according to the instructions displayed, proceed with the
cutting operation with

The following message appears

to allow the operator to make any corrections by striking “F3” (ch. 5.5, page 65), or to repeat the copy,
by striking

This message appears when cutting is in progress:

At the end of the cutting cycle this message appears

to make further copies, showing the references for positioning the new keyblank.

After inserting a new keyblank, proceed with

If it is necessary to interrupt the cycle, strike

to return to the item selected from the sub-menu

CUTTING
ONLY

START

DATA CORRECT.
F3 - START

START

INSTALL COPY
L.H. D1 - STOP 0

START

COPY N. 1
IN PROGRESS

OTHER COPY
L.H. D1 - STOP 0

START

STOP

CUTTING
ONLY
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ATTENTION: the "CUTTING ONLY" function can be used only after a key has been read; if no reading has
taken place for the type of key to be made, this message appears:

Return to the initial menu with

ATTENTION: the program memorizes the cutting data for the last key read for each type. However, as the
program does not memorize the actual key, the operator must make a note of the last keyblank
used for each type of key in order to avoid cutting operations on keyblanks which do not
correspond to parameters. For further details, see ch. 5.5.3, page 66.

NO KEY
IN MEMORY

STOP
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5.4 “POST-READING CORRECTIONS” FUNCTIONS
After the "READING ONLY" function the operator may select a number of corrections to make to the
key read; this makes it possible to “correct” faulty, worn or partially broken keys and reproduce an ac-
curate copy of their pristine state, using the following method:

First message shown after a reading (ch. 5.3.2, page 55):

Proceed with

A message appears (by default) for the first option available (see applications on the next pages):

Scroll the successive functions with

A message appears for the next option available

Scroll the successive functions with

A message appears for the next option available

Scroll the successive functions with

A message appears for the next option available

The function required can be activated during scrolling by striking the

DATA CORRECT.
F3 - START

F3

CORRECT BIT
DEPTH 1 0.00

CORRECT BIT
DEPTH 2 0.00

BIT
CONSTRUCTION

FRONT - REAR
BIT CONVERS.

X SPECULAR
BIT CONVERS.

START
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key, or the previous function can be returned to with the upwards arrow key

If it is necessary to return to the initial function, strike

5.4.1 CORRECTING BIT DEPTH
With the "CORRECTING BIT DEPTH" function a number of alterations can be made to measurements
for the cuts on all the teeth (on sides 1 and 2 for double bit keys) within the limits of min. -1.00 mm and
max. +1.00 mm.

Fig. 57
Function selected:

The increase (+) or decrease (-) is set by means of the arrow keys for all the teeth on the first bit, from
the axis of the key stem (fig. 57).

ATTENTION: increases or decreases in the tooth measurements on bit 1 are independent of those for bit 2
and vice versa.
After entering the required measurement, proceed with START to cut the corrected key, or cancel the
operation with STOP.
Proceed with

to confirm; the following message appears:

Proceed with

STOP

(+)

(-)

(-)

(+)

MEASUREMENT
READ

1ª BIT

2ª BIT

CORRECT. BIT
DEPTH 1 000

(+) (-)

START

INSTALL COPY
L.H. D1 - STOP 0

START

COPY N. 1
IN PROGRESS
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the following message appears:

5.4.2 BIT CONSTRUCTION
The "BIT CONSTRUCTION" function is useful when a positive tooth (the high part between two lows)
has broken off. As the program cannot formulate hypothetical compensation because it is not possible
to read the missing part of the bit, the operator must reconstruct the tooth involved, determining its po-
sition from the front of the bit and establishing the measurements of the cuts (height from the stem axis).
In the case of double bit keys it must be specified whether the first or second side is involved, or both
(fig. 58).

Fig. 58

Proceed with

A message appears showing where to set the first limit of the tooth on the first side:

Set the first limit (from 00.00) scrolling the numerals, if different from 0, with

Go on to second limit with

The flashing message highlights the field involved:

Set the second limit with:

OTHER COPY
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After setting the two limits on the bit, proceed by setting the depth with:

-A message appears showing the maximum depth for the tooth; if this is not altered it is interpreted as
“no tooth” and the machine will ignore the part of the bit previously defined, which will remain blank dur-
ing the cutting operation.

If it is necessary to set a clearly defined measurement from the stem axis, select the figure by means
of the arrow keys (min.= 1.80 / max.= 33.00 mm)

The program can be extended to the second bit if it is necessary to alter the figures for another tooth.
Cutting is activated by means of

or

A message appears for setting the first limit of the tooth on the second side:

Set the first limit (from 00.00) with

Go on to the second limit (to 00.00)with

The flashing message highlights the field involved:

Set the second limit with:

After setting the two limits on the bit, proceed by setting the depth with:

1ST
SIDE

H 33.00

START

2ND
SIDE

F. 00.00
TO 00.00

2ND
SIDE

F. 00.00
TO 00.00
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A message appears showing the maximum depth for the tooth; if this is not altered it is interpreted as
“no tooth” and the machine will ignore the part of the bit previously defined, which will remain blank dur-
ing the cutting operation.

If it is necessary to set a clearly defined measurement from the stem axis, select the figure by means
of the arrow keys (min.= 1.80 / max.= 33.00 mm)

Cutting is activated by means of

5.4.3 FRONT-REAR BIT CONVERSION
The "FRONT-REAR BIT CONVERSION" function makes it possible to make a supplementary correc-
tion to the data read from a key which has symmetrical cuts on the bit. The operator may activate this
function when part of the bit is more worn than its corresponding part (e.g. wear on the side of the key
which operates only on the outside of the lock) or a tooth is missing or broken which was identical to
the one symmetrically placed on the opposite side of the bit (fig. 59).

Fig. 59

The software program which converts the bit divides it symmetrically into two parts (front and rear), at-
tributing each tooth with the deepest cut of the two teeth symmetrically opposed.

To activate conversion, proceed with:

If there are no errors or technical problems in applying the conversion, the following message appears:

Proceed with

2ND
SIDE

H 33.00

START

S
to

p 
0

REAR FRONT

FRONT-REAR
BIT CONVERS.

START

CONVERSION
OK

START
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to obtain the key positioning data for the cutting process, or with

to cancel the operation and return to the initial function.

5.4.4 “X” SPECULAR BIT CONVERSION
The “X SPECULAR BIT CONVERSION” function makes it possible to make a supplementary correction
to the data read from a key which has diagonally symmetrical cuts on the bit.
The operator may activate this function when part of the bit is more worn than its corresponding part
(e.g. wear on the side of the key which operates only on the outside of the lock) or a tooth is broken or
missing which was identical to the one specularly placed on the opposite side of the bit (fig. 60).

Fig. 60

The software program which converts the bit divides it into four parts (front and rear on sides 1 and 2),
attributing each tooth with the deepest cut of the two teeth specularly opposed.

To activate conversion, proceed with:

If there are no errors or technical problems in applying the conversion, the following message appears:

Proceed with

to obtain the key positioning data for the cutting process, or with

to cancel the operation and return to the initial function.

STOP

missing
tooth

X SPECULAR
BIT CONVERS.

START

CONVERSION
OK

START

STOP
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5.5 AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS
PRIMA LASER is provided with AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS for the operator’s use, regardless of the type
of key or function being used.

5.5.1 SELECTION OF CUTTING TOOL SPEED
Before starting the key-cutting operation it is essential to know what material the keyblank is made of in
order to select the cutting tool rotation speed.

The function is activated from the program’s main menu (selection of type of key) with

This message appears:

Press

The two alternatives are selected by means of the two arrow keys

The two speeds available are automatically adopted by the machine, according to the material shown
on the display, i.e.:

- SLOW = STEEL

- FAST = BRASS
other materials are classified as follows:

- CAST IRON, IRON = STEEL

- ZAMAK, ALUMINIUM = BRASS
After entering the material, return to the initial menu with

When the material has been entered it is stored in the memory and used for all the copies and types of
keys until the operator changes the data.

PRIMA LASER
*******OK*******

START

BIT STOP
KEYS

F2

CUT. SPEED
BRASS

CUT SPEED
STEEL

START
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5.5.2 SETTING THE CUTTING TOOL THICKNESS
PRIMA LASER is provided with a carbide cutting tool having a standard thickness of 1.50 mm. This is
a size suitable for most of the keys on the market. The program manages the cutting tool thickness for
the purpose of calculating the number of times the tool must enter the cut in order to obtain the same
tooth thickness as that read on the original key. However, after reading a key PRIMA LASER may re-
quire a cutting tool thickness under 1.50 mm for thinner teeth.

Activate the function with:

The following message appears:

Proceed with

A message appears showing the cutting tool thickness stored in the memory (to be kept constantly in
line with the physical thickness of the tool):

Alter the thickness by scrolling the numerals (+/- 0.05 mm) with

up to the measurement corresponding to a lower thickness (at the most, the same) than that indicated
in the initial message.

Fit the cutting tool of the appropriate thickness (ch. 8.4, page 99) and return to the first function with

5.5.3 SUPPLEMENTARY MEMORIES
PRIMA LASER is provided with four supplementary memories to use for storing permanently the same
number of keys of any type, as well as the five temporary memories, one of each reserved for the dif-
ferent types of keys.
As mentioned in ch. 5.3, page 53, the program memorizes temporarily the last key cut or read from each
type:

- 1 = bit stop key

- 2 = pump key

- 3 = bit stop key with squared stem

- 4 = shoulder stop key

- 5 = rear stop key

- 6 = Key for MUEL

- 7 = KROMER short

- 8 = KROMER long

- 9 = FAS 389 profile
until a new key of the same type is cut or read, thereby replacing the previous one stored in the tempo-
rary memory.

PRIMA LASER
*******OK*******

START

BIT STOP
KEYS

F2

CUTTER THICK.
MM 0.00

START
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5.5.3.1 STORING KEYS IN THE MEMORY
If the previously cut key is not to be lost when a new one must be cut, the data can be transferred from
the temporary memory to one of the four supplementary memories (F5-F6-F7-F8), with the following
procedure.

Starting from the Main Menu, select the type of key to which the data stored in the temporary memory
for the last key cut refers. A bit stop key used in our example:

Select the supplementary memory in which to store the data for the key; e.g.:

In the memory selected already contains a filed key, the type of key appears on the display (the data
relating to the corresponding article must be taken from a note made by the operator).

In this case the new key can be superimposed (see instructions below) or a new memory can be se-
lected.

If the memory is empty, the message appears:

Activate memorization by striking these two keys simultaneously:

This message appears:

to confirm, proceed with

to cancel, proceed with

A message appears to indicate that the data has been stored:

Return to the main menu with

BIT STOP
KEYS

F5

MEMORY F5
BIT STOP KEY

MEMORY F5
. . . . . . . . . . . . .

F5 + STOP

STORE IN F5
CONF. START

START

STOP

STORED INTO
MEM. F5

STOP
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5.5.3.2 CUTTING KEYS STORED IN THE MEMORY
To use and cut a key contained in the memory, review the different memories from the sub-menus by
screening their contents on the display and strike:

The message indicating the key contained in the memory appears (e.g.):

If the key shown is the one required, proceed with the cutting operation by striking the two keys simul-
taneously:

Proceed with:

A message confirming the completion of the operation appears:

A message appears indicating the data for installing the keyblank; proceed with the cutting operation
as per the instructions in ch. 5.3.3, page 57.

F5

MEMORY F5
BIT STOP KEY

F5 + START

RECOVERED FROM F5
CONF. START

START

RECOVERED
MEM. F5
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6 MAIN MENU TEST FUNCTIONS
PRIMA LASER includes a TEST menu for use in the event of breakdowns, checking and altering SET-
TINGS and to gain information about the software version and the cycles completed.
The TEST menu contains four sub-menus, presented in the following sequence.

When the machine is switched on, this message appears:

Enter into the TEST function by striking:

A message for the first option appears:

(menu for gauging and adjusting the optic reader - ch. 6.1.1, page 72)

Scroll the successive functions with

Scroll the previous functions with

A message for the second option appears:

(menu for self-gauging and adjustment of the key grip devices, ch. 6.1.2, page 74)

Scroll the successive functions with

A message for the third option appears:

(menu for the diagnosis of electronic components - ch. 6.2, page 85)

Scroll the successive functions with

A message for the fourth option appears:

PRIMA LASER
*******OK*******

TEST

CALIBRATION
OPTIC. READER

KEY STOP
SETTING

MACHINE
DIAGNOSTICS

GENERAL
INFORMATION
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(menu for checking some of the data in the machine memory, such as the serial number, the number
of keys read and cut, the software version installed - ch. 6.3, page 93).

Scroll the successive functions with:

A message for the fifth option appears:

6.1 CALIBRATIONS
PRIMA LASER comes to you perfectly regulated and ready to operate. However, with the settling down
of certain components (wear on cutting tool, tailstock running in, laser reader centering) or with the ad-
dition of optional accessories (D2, D3, etc.) it may be necessary to alter the settings in order to produce
perfect copies.
The machine is predisposed for the ‘self-gauging’ of the key grip devices; it uses an optic reader to
measure a template, different for each system, constructed by the key-cutting machine (fig. 61, fig. 62,
fig. 63, fig. 64, fig. 65 and fig. 66) on the basis of the parameters set during the various cutting tests (ch.
6.1.2, page 74).
It is therefore important to make any adjustments only after the laser reader has been gauged (ch. 6.1.1,
page 72).
Gauging adjustment can also be carried out manually.

ATTENTION: before operating manually, it is advisable to carry out a cutting TEST for the device on which
adjustments must be made.
The relevant cutting TEST can be made using the self-gauging function, which can be stopped by
pressing the STOP key after decoding the template.
After that the template can be measured manually (with a centesimal caliper) comparing the dimensions
found with those expressed in fig. 61,fig. 62,fig. 63, fig. 64, fig. 65 and fig. 66 (ch. 6.1.3, page 81).

Fig. 61

LANGUAGE
SELECTION
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Fig. 62

Fig. 63

Fig. 64

Fig. 65

Fig. 66
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6.1.1 REGULATING THE LASER READER

Optic Reader self-gauging
Access to the gauging menu for the optic reader is activated from the following message:

Proceed with

Message on display:

Proceed with:

A message appears with instructions to install the gauging template caliper (C4) (fig. 67):

When the caliper (C4) has been installed, proceed with

The machine automatically adjust the calibration. When it stops the display shows the message:

At the end of the function, exit with

Fig. 67

CALIBRATION
OPTIC. READER

START

LASER
SELF GAUGING

START

INSTALL
CALIPER RH

START

CALIBRATION
LASER OK

STOP

LASER

X1

C4
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Laser regulation
The laser regulation function is activated from the following message:

To access the menu, press

Message on display

Press

Message on display:

Press

Use the arrows

to make an adjustment based on the thickness of the key bit (the original value is -0.03, for bits up to 3
mm thick, for thicker bits, enter a value of 0.05/ 0.06).

Press

Message on display:

Use the arrows

to make an adjustment based on the thickness of the key bit (the original value is -0.03, for bits up to 3
mm thick, for thicker bits, enter a value of 0.05/ 0.06).
Proceed with:

CALIBRATION
OPTIC. READER

START

LASER
SELF GAUGING

LASER
REGULATION

START

CALIBRAT. 520
DEPTH Y1 0.00

CALIBRAT. 521
DEPTH Y2 0.00
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the display shows:

Use the arrows

to make an adjustment based on the thickness of the key bit (the original value is -0.03, for bits up to 3
mm thick, for thicker bits, enter a value of 0.05/ 0.06).

6.1.2 MAIN MENU MACHINE SELF-GAUGING FUNCTIONS

To activate the function, press

the display shows:

Press

Self-gauging function for D1 device for male and female keys with square stem and front stop
Press

Self-gauging function for D3 device for keys with centre stop
Press

Self-gauging function for D3 device for keys with back stop
Press

CALIBRAT. 522
LARGH. X 0.00

KEY STOP
SETTING

START

DEVICE
SELF GAUGING

START

TEST 701
KEY STOP 0

TEST 702
KEY STOP 1

TEST 703
KEY STOP 2
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Self-gauging function for D2 device for pump keys with round or flat stems
Press

Self-gauging function for D2 device for MUEL keys
Press

Self-gauging function for D4 device for FAS 389 PROFILE keys with centre stop.

6.1.2.1 SELF-GAUGING OF D1 DEVICE 0 FRONT STOP (for double and single bit keys,
female and male, round or square stem)
The following procedure is used to set the gauging values for 0 STOP relating to the cutting of double
or single bit keys, female and male, round or square stems, by means of test 701.

To activate the function, press

The display will show:

Fit a key blank on the D1 device
ATTENTION: use double bit keys with straight bits and align with the centre of a round stem approx. 3 mm

thick and with a bit width of at least 20 mm (fig. 61, page 70).
Press

The key-cutting machine will proceed to detect the grip device fitted.

TEST 704
KEY STOP 3

TEST 705
KEY STOP 4

TEST 706
KEY STOP 5

TEST 701
KEY STOP 0

START

INSTALL COPY
L.H. D1 - STOP 0

START

CHECKING
DEVICE D1
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Start for construction of the gauging template

Fig. 68

Turn the key over then press

The key-cutting machine will proceed to detect the grip device fitted:

Fig. 69
Finish for construction of the gauging template

Take the template from the grip device and move to the clamp on the optic reader side, placing so that
it butts against the stop (ch. 4.10.2, page 31).

To proceed press

The display will show:

COPY
IN PROGRESS

1st cutting
operation

TURN THE
KEYBLANK

START

CHECKING
DEVICE D1

COPY
IN PROGRESS

2nd cutting
operation

MOVE
LH - -> RH

START

READING
IN PROGRESS
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PRIMA LASER will read the measurements of the template;

Adjustments to be made in gauging the device (Y Depth X key stop reference).

Press

the values of the new setting will be automatically saved.
Press

the values of the new setting will not be saved.

Adjustments to be made in gauging device (E) swivel clamp rotation eccentricity.

Press

the values of the new setting will be automatically saved.
Press

the values of the new setting will not be saved.

6.1.2.2 SELF-GAUGING D2 DEVICE STOP 3 and STOP 4 (for pump keys with round or
flat stems, and MUEL)
The following procedure is used to set the gauging values for the references below:

- STOP 3 relating to the cutting of pump keys with round or flat stems, by means of test 704

- STOP 4 relating to the cutting of MUEL keys, by means of test 705

To activate the function, press

Fit a key blank in the D2 device
ATTENTION: use pump keys such as Silca MT2, MT3 or MT4 for gauging STOP 3 and MUEL key blanks for

gauging STOP 4.
Proceed with:

STOP 0 Y = 0.00
X = 0.00

START

STOP

STOP 0 E = 0.00

START

STOP

TEST 704
KEY STOP 3

START

INSTALL COPY
L.H. D2 - STOP 3

START
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The key-cutting machine will proceed to detect the key grip device fitted.

Start for construction of the gauging template

Turn the key over and press

The key-cutting machine will proceed to detect the key grip device fitted:

Finish for construction of the gauging template

Take the template from the key grip device and move to the clamp on the optic reader side, positioning
so that it butts against the stop (ch. 4.10.6, page 33 - ch. 4.10.9, page 35).

Press

Reading of template measurements

Adjustments to be made in gauging the device (Y Depth X key stop reference)

CHECKING
DEVICE D2

COPY
IN PROGRESS

TURN THE
KEYBLANK

START

CHECKING
DEVICE D2

COPY
IN PROGRESS

MOVE
LH - -> RH

START

READING
IN PROGRESS

STOP 3 Y = 0.00
X = 0.00
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Press

the values of the new setting will automatically be saved.
Press

the values of the new setting will not be saved.

6.1.2.3 SELF-GAUGING D3 and D4 DEVICES STOP 1, STOP 2 AND STOP 5 FRONT
STOP (for keys with centre or back stop)
The following procedure is used to set the gauging values for the references below:

- STOP 1 relating to the cutting of keys with centre stop, by means of test 702

- STOP 2 relating to the cutting of keys with back stop, by means of test 703

- STOP 5 relating to the cutting of FAS 389 PROFILE keys, by means of test 706

To activate the function, press

The display will show:

Fit a key blank to the D3 or D4 device and press

ATTENTION: use keys with centre stop and straight bits aligned with the centre of the stem, approx. 3 mm
thick, with bit width of no less than 10 mm, to gauge STOP 1 and STOP 5 (fig. 62 and fig. 66, page
71). To gauge STOP 2 use keys with back stop and straight bits aligned with the centre of the
stem, approx. 3 mm thick, with bit width of no less than 10 mm and the centre placed at a
distance of approx. 5 cm from the rim used as a reference (ch. 63, page 71).

The key-cutting machine will proceed to detect the key grip device fitted.

Start of construction of the gauging template

Take the template from the grip device and move to the clamp on the optic reader side, placing so that
it butts against the stop (ch. 4.10.7, page 34, ch. 4.10.8, page 35 and ch. 5, page 51).

START

STOP

TEST 702
KEY STOP 1

START

INSTALL COPY
LH D3 - STOP 1

START

CHECKING
DEVICE D3

COPY
IN PROGRESS

MOVE
LH - -> RH
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Proceed with:

Reading of the template measurements

Adjustments to be made in gauging the device (Y Depth X key stop reference)

Press

the values of the new setting will be saved automatically.
Press

the values of the new setting will not be saved.

START

READING
IN PROGRESS

STOP 1 Y = 0.00
X = 0.00

START

STOP
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6.1.3 MAIN MENU MANUAL ADJUSTMENTS FUNCTIONS
Operational keys:

- Up  and Down  arrow keys to select the function

- R/h  and L/h  arrow keys to alter gauging values as illustrated

- STOP or START keys make the alteration active

Note: the range of values expressed in hundredths of a millimetre extends to +/- 3.00 mm

Main Menu gauging of key grip devices:

To activate the function, press:

Main Menu self-gauging of key grip devices.

To continue selection, press

The display shows:

Main Menu manual adjustment of gauging values for key grip devices.

To activate the function, press

The display shows:

Depth gauging Y for D1 device STOP 0 (for keys with front stop).
Add the missing Y figure to obtain a value of 10 mm (fig. 61, page 70).

ATTENTION: as the gauging value refers to the key axis every variation will count double on the overall
measurements of the bit (fig. 61).
Press

KEY STOP
SETTING

START

DEVICE
SELF GAUGING

MANUAL
ADJUSTMENTS

START

CALIBRAT. 501
STOP 0 Y 0.00

CALIBRAT. 502
STOP 0. X 0.00
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Gauging of X key stop reference for D1 device STOP 0 (for keys with front stop) (fig. 61).
Add the missing X figure to obtain a space gauging value of 10 mm.

Press

Y depth gauging for D3 device STOP 1 (for keys with centre stop).
ATTENTION: the gauging value refers to the key axis (fig. 62).

Press

X key stop reference gauging for D3 device STOP 1 (for keys with centre stop) (fig. 62)

Press

Y depth gauging for D3 device STOP 2 (for keys with back stop) (fig. 63).
ATTENTION: the gauging value refers to the key axis (fig. 63).

Press

X key stop reference gauging for D3 device STOP 2 (for keys with back stop) (fig. 63).

Press

Y depth gauging for D2 device STOP 3 (for pump keys) (fig. 64)

CALIBRAT. 509
STOP 1. Y 0.00

CALIBRAT. 503
STOP 1. X 0.00

CALIBRAT. 510
STOP 2. Y 0.00

CALIBRAT. 504
STOP 2. X 0.00

CALIBRAT. 505
STOP 3. Y 0.00
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Press

X key stop reference gauging for D2 device STOP 3 (for pump keys)
ATTENTION: as the gauging value refers to the key axis every variation will count double on the overall

measurements of the bit (fig. 64)

Press

Y depth gauging for D2 device STOP 4 (for MUEL keys) (fig. 65).

Press

X key stop reference gauging for D2 device STOP 4.
ATTENTION: as the gauging value refers to the key axis, every alteration will count double on the overall

measurements of the bit.

Press

Y depth gauging for D2 device STOP 5 (for FAS 389 profile keys)
ATTENTION: the gauging value refers to the key axis (fig. 66).

Press

CALIBRAT. 506
STOP 3. X 0.00

CALIBRAT. 507
STOP 4. Y 0.00

CALIBRAT. 508
STOP 4. X 0.00

CALIBRAT. 511
STOP 5. Y 0.00

CALIBRAT. 512
STOP 5. X 0.00
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X key stop reference gauging for D2 device STOP 5 (for FAS 389 profile keys) (fig. 66).

Press

Gauging of eccentricity for swivel clamp.
The eccentricity value to be entered corresponds to the difference between cutting of the first side and
cutting of the second side. The value can be positive or negative, according to the eccentricity of rota-
tion.
To facilitate measuring it is advisable to read the overall measurement (Y) of the first side and subtract
the overall measurement (Y1) of the second side; divide the resulting value by two (fig. 70).

(Y - Y1): 2 = ECCENTRICITY VALUE

Fig. 70

CALIBRAT. 513
EXCENT. 0.00

Y1 Y
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6.2 MACHINE DIAGNOSTICS
There is an on board TEST menu that should be used to verify the cause of any breakdown that may occur
to the machine.
After selecting the first function, this message appears:

Strike

to run the test sequence.

Test 101: X AXIS SENSOR.
- when the carriage is all the way back towards the operator, the display shows ON

- when the carriage is all the way in towards the machine body, the display shows OFF

If the transition OFF/ON does not occur, contact Silca Technical Assistance.

Go on to the next test with the arrow:

Test 102: Y AXIS SENSOR.
- when the carriage is all the way over to the right, the display shows OFF

- when the carriage is in the vicinity of the cutting tool, the display shows ON

If the transition OFF/ON does not occur, contact Silca Technical Assistance.

-Go on to the next test with the arrow:

Test 103: “T” WRENCH DETECTION
- when the “T” wrench is in its holder the display shows ON

- when the “T” wrench is not in its holder the display shows OFF

If the transition OFF/ON does not occur, contact Silca Technical Assistance.

Go on to the next test with the arrow:

Test 104: PROTECTIVE SHIELD
- when the shield is fully raised the display shows OFF

- when the shield is lowered completely the display shows ON

If the transition OFF/ON does not occur, contact Silca Technical Assistance.

- Go on to the next test with the arrow:

MACHINE
DIAGNOSTICS

START
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Test 105: TAILSTOCK SENSOR
- when the sensor is free the display shows OFF

- when the tailstock is pushed manually under the sensor the display shows ON

If the transition OFF/ON does not occur, contact Silca Technical Assistance.

- Go on to the next test with the arrow:

Test 106: “0” CONTACT
- when “0” contact is free the display shows OFF

- when the tailstock is installed or when the contact is pushed with a metal object to the end of run,
the display shows ON

If the transition OFF/ON does not occur, contact Silca Technical Assistance.

- Go on to the next test with the arrow:

Test 107: “1” CONTACT
- when the “1” contact is free the display shows OFF

- when the pump key device is installed or when the contact is pushed with a metal object to the end
of run, the display shows ON

If the transition OFF/ON does not occur, contact Silca Technical Assistance.

- Go on to the next test with the arrow

Test 108: “2” CONTACT
- when the “2” contact is free the display shows OFF

- when the rotating clamp is all the way back towards the operator, up against the stop, or when the
contact is pushed with a metal object to the end of run, the display shows ON

If the transition OFF/ON does not occur, contact Silca Technical Assistance.

- Go on to the next test with the arrow

Test 201: X AXIS PHOTOCELL
- when the X axis carriage is moved slowly, the indications on the display change from OFF to ON for

a few seconds.

- Repeat the operation a number of times as the ON indication appears for a very brief spell with every
complete of the screw to move the carriage.

If the transition OFF/ON does not occur, contact Silca Technical Assistance.

- Go on to the next test with the arrow
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Test 202: Y AXIS PHOTOCELL
- when the Y axis carriage is moved slowly, the indication on the display changes from OFF to ON for

a few seconds.

- Repeat the operation a number of times as the ON indication appears for a very brief spell with every
complete turn of the screw to move the carriage.

If the transition OFF/ON does not occur, contact Silca Technical Assistance.

- Go on to the next test with the arrow:

Test 203: B AXIS PHOTOCELL
- Check that the indication changes from OFF to ON by turning the jaws on the rotating clamp one

full turn, manually.

If the transition OFF/ON does not occur, contact Silca Technical Assistance.

- Go on to the next test with the arrow:

Test 301: X AXIS MOTOR
With the protective shield down, the X axis motor is activated by means of the arrows

Note: as all the end of run controls are disengaged during this test, it is important to take care
not to take the carriage up against the mechanical stops.

If the motor does not start, contact Silca Technical Assistance.

- Go on to the next test with the arrow:

Test 302: Y AXIS MOTOR
With the protective shield down, the Y axis motor is activated by means of the arrows

Note: as all the end of run controls are disengaged during this test, it is important to take care
not to take the carriage up against the mechanical stops.

If the motor does not start, contact Silca Technical Assistance.

- Go on to the next test with the arrow:
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Test 303: B AXIS MOTOR
With the protective shield down, the B axis motor (rotating clamp) is activated by means of the arrows

If the motor does not start, contact Silca Technical Assistance.

Go on to the next test with the arrow:

Test 304: CUTTING TOOL MOTOR
With the protective shield down, the cutting tool motor is activated by means of the arrows

The display shows the number of revolutions made by the motor (a figure between 585 and 610).
If the motor does not start, contact Silca Technical Assistance.

- Go on to the next test with the arrow:

Test 401: DISPLAY
After three seconds all the illuminating segments of the display are checked.

In any of the segments do not illuminate, contact Silca Technical Assistance.

- Go on to the next test with the arrow:

Test 402: KEYPAD.
When the various keys are struck individually (except the STOP key and the arrows

the display shows the relevant function (START, F1, F2, etc).

If the indication on the display does not correspond to the key struck, or if there is no response when a
key is struck, contact Silca Technical Assistance.

Go on to the next test with the arrow:
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Test 403: LASER
The laser reading message is shown on the display.
The indication is:

- 00 if the beam is unimpeded.

- 15 if the beam is obstructed in any way.
Pass an object through the beam to check that the indications change.

Fig. 71
If the indications do not change, contact Silca Technical Assistance.

Exit from the test sequence with the key:

The menu will reappear on the display:

6.2.1 ERROR MESSAGES and WARNINGS
Should the machine develop a fault or the operator make a mistake, the machine indicates this by show-
ing messages on the display and emitting an intermittent buzz.

- Message normally appearing before the reading process if the machine detects that the laser beam
is obstructed by a foreign body or there is an electronic fault.

- Make sure that there are no foreign bodies on the glass slide (ch. 4.11); Should the LASER ERROR
remain, check operation in the way described in test 403 (ch. 6.2).

-

- If the original key installed does not correspond to the type being used, or if it is not properly posi-
tioned, the error is indicated when the “READING” or “READING + CUTTING” cycles are selected.

- This message may appear after the key reading process (in the “READING” or “READING + CUT-
TING” menus) when the machine converts the cutting data read from the original key, with all the
imperfections (bent or missing teeth, etc.) into data for the cutting operation to be carried out. If for
any reason conversion creates anomalous figures for the limits (e.g. key stop or key stem axis, etc.)
the cutting operation is not enabled as it could damage the keyblank or some parts of the machine.
In this case clean the original key and try to eliminate the most obvious imperfections (e.g. two teeth
bent so far as to be in contact with each other or obvious residues on the key stem, etc.). Repeat
the reading process until the error message disappears from the display.

STOP

MACHINE
DIAGNOSTICS

LASER
ERROR

ORIGINAL KEY
ERROR
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- Message screened on the display during the READING cycle for a bit stop key if the rotating clamp
in not far enough back against the “mechanical stop” (Stop 2). This avoids damaging the machine
as the rotating clamp without a keyblank could get in the way of the cutting tool during the reading
process.

- Message appearing on starting the “READING”, READING + CUTTING” or “CUTTING ONLY” cy-
cles if the device installed (D1, D2, D3, etc.) is not properly positioned.

- This message appears when the “T” wrench (T4) has not been replaced in its holder after use (ch.
1.2.3).

- his message appears when the protective shield is not lowered before starting any of the cycles
(READING or CUTTING) as the machine will not activate any movement until the shield is in its low-
ered position (ch. 1.2.2)

- Message appearing when the machine detects a sudden reduction in the speed of rotation of the
cutting tool.

- This message determines the state of wear of the cutting tool as, although the system automatically
reduces the advancement speed of the cutting tool, it can detect a persistent reduction in the tool’s
rotation which goes beyond the safety limits (ch. 4.11). This message may also appear if the cutting
tool breaks due to an error on the part of the operator. In such cases, call Silca Technical Assist-
ance.

- Message appearing if the caliper is not detected on the original key clamp on starting the LASER
READER calibration process.

POS. ERROR
ROTATING JAW

POS. ERROR
DEVICE D.

<T> WRENCH
INTO HOLDER

CLOSE
SHIELD

CUTTER
FAILURE

CALIPER R.H.
ERROR
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After each reading the machine indicates the maximum cutting tool thickness needed to reproduce the
tooth thickness accurately; the measurement shown represents the minimum thickness read from a
negative tooth.

Whereas the “BIT DEPTH CORRECTION” and “BIT CONSTRUCTION” functions may be used any
number of times until the operator manages to obtain a copy with the measurements required, the
“FRONT-REAR BIT CONVERSION” and “X SPECULAR BIT CONVERSION” functions can be activat-
ed only once after the key being used has been read.
If one of the BIT CONVERSION functions is inadvertently repeated by the operator, the following mes-
sage appears:

If there are errors or technical problems in applying the conversion when any one of the BIT CONVER-
SION functions is activated, the following message appears:

The key may not be perfect, due to a slight error in the reconstruction of the key read.
Possible causes:
• some of the teeth on the key are deformed or crooked.
• there is dirt on the key that deforms the image of the reconstructed bit (grease, swarf, threads of cloth).
Solution:
• clean the key carefully with a metal brush and repeat the reading operation.

Note: in any case the key can be cut by pressing ENTER. There is no guarantee that the
reproduction will be an exact copy of the original key.

Note: if the error is repeated or the key is not properly reproduced, consult chap.8.10
"DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTION", page 112, and/or contact Silca After-Sales Service.

CUTTER THICK.
MM 1.32

CONVERSION
ALREADY DONE

CONVERSION
ERROR

READING NOT OPTIMUM
START = CONT.
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The key cannot be copied due to a SERIOUS error in the reconstruction of the key read.
Possible causes:
• some of the teeth on the key are extremely deformed or badly broken.
• there is dirt on the key that deforms the image of the reconstructed bit (grease, swarf, threads of cloth).
Solution:
• clean the key carefully with a metal brush and repeat the reading operation.

Note: if the error is repeated consult chap.8.10 "DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTION", page 112, and/or
contact Silca After-Sales Service

When one of the above-mentioned messages appears, return to the initial function with

SERIOUS READING ERROR
ORIGINAL KEY

STOP
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6.3 GENERAL INFORMATION
This function allows the operator to check certain data in the machine’s memory.
The menu for the various parameters is activated by the following message:

Proceed with:

The display shows:

The first message shows the SOFTWARE version contained in the memory; this information is essential
for the Silca Technical Assistance staff to insert or update supplementary functions.

Proceed with:

The display shows:

The second message shows the number of keys read, or rather, the number of reading processes ac-
tivated:

Proceed with:

The display shows:

The third message shows the number of keys cut.

Proceed with:

The display shows:

The fourth message shows the machine serial number.

GENERAL
INFORMATION

START

SOFTWARE
VER. _______

READ KEYS
N. ___

CUT KEYS
N. ___

MACHINE S.N.
________________
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6.4 SELECTING THE LANGUAGE
With this function the operator can select the language required.

- The menu for the various options is activated by the following message:

Proceed with:

The languages available can be seen by striking the arrow keys:

To select the language required, strike:

To return to the main menu, strike

LANGUAGE
SELECTION

START

START

STOP
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7 CLEANING
• keep the operational parts of the machine as clean as possible by brushing away the chippings

in areas where they accumulate during cutting operations.
• under no circumstances must compressed air be used to clear the work zone of chippings as

this will blow them onto the moving parts.
• Never use oily products or thinners for cleaning painted surfaces, clamps, electrical or

electronic connections.
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8 MAINTENANCE
ATTENTION: for repairs or replacement of parts for maintenance, the ‘CE’ mark is guaranteed only if original

spare parts provided by the manufacturer are used.
Although the PRIMA LASER key-cutting machine does not require special maintenance, it is advisable to
check and, if necessary, replace the parts subject to wear and electric/electronic parts (fuses, circuit
boards, etc.) in the event of faulty operation.
Replacement is simple and can be carried out by the operator consulting the instructions.

ATTENTION: for normal servicing of the burnished mechanical parts, we recommend using lubricants or
protective oil, e.g. WD40 or similar. Do not apply to the parts used for electrical contact (clamps,
decoders, cutters, gauging templates, etc.). Do not contaminate the electronic parts with the oil.
Before starting any type of maintenance (controls or replacements), read the instructions below:
• never carry out maintenance with the machine switched on
• always remove the main power supply cable
• strictly follow all the instructions in the manual
• use original spare parts (see Spare Parts sheet provided).

8.1 TROUBLE SHOOTING

FAULT PROBABLE CAUSE

Machine is on, with no
message on its display:

check to see if the back fan is working

Not working a) emergency button activated (ch. 1.2.1)
b) general A fuses in the power socket are faulty (ch. 8.7.1)

Working a) fuse B power cut off to electronic rack (ch. 8.7.2)
b) connection wire between display and electronic circuit board loose (ch. 8.8.8)
c) defective display (ch. 8.8.8)
d) no internal program on machine (ch. 8.9)

display shows
“CUTTER FAILURE"

a) Cutter damaged or worn (ch. 8.4)
b) fuse E, motor board protection, cut off (ch. 8.7.5)
c) electronic control board faulty (ch. 8.8.1)

X, Y and B axes motors
are not working

None of the
motors working:

a) fuse C, step motor electronic board protection cut off (ch. 8.7.3)
b) the wiring between the transformer and electronic control board is loose or the
connector is not seeded properly.
c) the connection wires between the motor and the electronic control board are loose
or the connector is not seeded properly
d) defective electronic control board (ch. 8.8.1)

B axis motor not
works

a) fuse D step motor electronic board protection cut off (ch. 8.7.4)
b) the wiring between the transformer and electronic control board is loose or the
connector is not seeded properly.
c) the connection wires between the motor and the electronic control board are loose
or the connector is not seeded properly
d) defective electronic control board (ch. 8.8.1)

Protective shield is
closed but the display
reads “‘close shield”

a) the closed protective shield is not making proper contact with the microswitch (ch. 8.6)
b) defective electronic control board (ch. 8.8.1)

the display shows the
message “DEPOSIT T
WRENCH" even when
the position is correct

a) fuse F inlet/outlet electronic board protection cut off (ch. 8.7.6)
b) defective electronic control board (ch. 8.8.1)

Keyboard not working
(partially or completely)

a) the keyboard connector is not properly connected to the interface board (ch. 8.8.8)
b) the wiring between the keyboard/display unit and electronic control board is not properly attached to the
relative connectors (ch. 8.8.8)
c) defective keyboard (ch. 8.8.8)

Optical reader not
working

a) glass lent on the optical reader is dirty
b) defective optical reader
c) defective electronic control board (ch. 8.8.1)

Key-cutting machine
fails to communicate
with computer

a) wiring between 9-pin serial port and electronic circuit board not seeded properly or disconnected
b) serial cable between key-cutting machine and computer is faulty
c) computer serial port is not functional
d) internal program damaged (ch. 8.9)
e) CPU module faulty (ch. 8.8.5)
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8.2 REMOVING THE EXTERNAL COVER
To gain access for maintenance purposes to some of the important parts of the machine (e.g. to replace
the belt, keypad, fuses, electronic rack, etc.) it is necessary to remove the external cover (O) (fig. 72).
The operation is described below:

- turn off the machine and disconnect the supply wire.

- lower the shield (N) and loosen the two screws (N1) attaching it to the machine.

- exert very slight pressure to pull out the sides of the shield in order to free the shield from its groove,
and remove.

- remove the four screws (O1) retaining the external cover (O).

- raise the cover (O) slowly and remove.

Fig. 72

NN1

O O1O

O1

O1

O1

O
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8.3 REPLACING THE BELT and ADJUSTING THE TENSION

REPLACEMENT:
1) Remove the external cover (O) (ch. 8.2, page 97).
2) Turn the machine onto its side.
3) Remove the four feet (O4) and the ten screws (O2) on the bottom plate (O4) and detach (O2).
4) Loosen the four screws (O3) holding the motor. Lift the motor manually until the belt is loose enough

to be removed.
5) Fit the new belt and lower the motor. Adjust tension by placing the belt tension plate (M5) in line with

the hole in the motor plate and tightening screw (M6) (both provided - ch. 1.5, page 13) as shown
in fig. 74; When the correct tension has been reached, tighten the four screws (O3) and remove the
belt tension plate and screw.

Fig. 73

ADJUSTING TENSION
1) Remove the external cover (O) (ch. 8.2, page 97).
2) Turn the machine onto its side.
3) Remove the four feet (O4) and the ten screws (O2) on the bottom plate (O4) and detach (O2).
4) Loosen the four screws (O3) holding the motor, place the plate (M5) in line with the hole on the motor

plate (fig. 71) and screw down with the screw (M6) until the required tension is reached.

Fig. 74

(underneath view)

O4

O5

O2

O3

O5 O5 O3

M5 M6
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8.4 CUTTING TOOL
The machine will take carbide cutting tools from 1 mm to 2.50 mm thick with a diameter of 100 mm.
Thickness is in relation to the stop on the hub (I) (fig. 75).
When the standard cutting tool has been replaced with one of a different thickness, the new thickness
must be entered into the program’s memory (ch. 5.5.2, page 66).

ATTENTION: you must always re-calibrate all clamping devices (D1-D2-D3 etc.) after you change the cutting
tool (ch. 6.1, page 70).

Fig. 75

8.4.1 REPLACING THE CUTTING TOOL
1) Move the protective glass (F1) out of the way by pulling the knob (F2) towards the operator and turn-

ing the glass upwards (fig. 76).
2) Take the hole on the cutter shaft hub (I) in line with the hole on the housing.
3) Insert the release pin (I1).
4) Remove the nut (F3) (Attention: left-hand thread), the bush (F4) and the cutting tool (F).
5) Replace the worn tool with a new one.
6) Replace the bush and nut and remove the release pin (I1) from the hole.

Fig. 76

max. 2.5 mm
min. 1 mm

fixed reference point

I

F1

F2
F

F4

F3

I

I1
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8.5 LAMP
The lamp is lit by default when the machine is switched on but it can be switched on or off by means of
the push button on the keypad.

If the lamp does not go on, the bulb must be changed (24 Volt - 21 Watt) with the following procedure:

1) Remove the two screws (Z1) holding the lamp glass (Z) and remove the glass (fig. 77).
2) Press on the bulb, turn slightly anticlockwise and remove (fig. 78).
3) After replacing the light bulb, replace the glass and secure with the two screws (Z1).

Fig. 77

Fig. 78

8.6 SAFETY DEVICES FOR CARRIAGE AND CUTTING TOOL MOVEMENTS
If the protective shield is faulty or there are anomalies in the movements of the carriage and cutting tool
motor, check the microswitches 1, 2 and 3 (fig. 79).
• 1 = protective shield safety
• 2 = carriage step motor safety
• 3 = cutting tool motor safety.

- Check micro 1 with TEST 104 PROTECTIVE SHIELD (ch. 6.2, page 85).

- Check micro 2 with TEST 302 Y AXIS MOTOR and make sure that the motor moves only when the
protective shield (N) is lowered completely and that it does not move when the shield is raised.

- Check micro 3 with TEST 304 CUTTING TOOL and make sure that the cutting tool motor moves
only when the protective shield (N) is lowered completely and that it does not move when the shield
is raised.

Z1

Z
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8.6.1 REPLACING THE MICROSWITCHES
1) Switch off the machine and disconnect the supply wire.
2) Remove the protective shield (N) and the external cover (O) as per the instructions in cap. 8.2 a pag.

97.
3) Remove the two screws (R2) retaining the microswitch support plate.

Fig. 79
4) Remove the two screws (R1) and the faston (N3) and replace the relevant microswitch.
5) Ensure that the three blocks of microswitches (1, 2 and 3) are aligned (fig. 79).
6) Re-position the microswitch plate and secure with the screws (R1) and (R2) (fig. 79).
7) Replace only the protective shield (N) (fig. 80).
8) Re-connect the supply wire TAKING CARE NOT TO TOUCH THE MICROSWITCHES, which are

live.
9) Switch on the machine and run the TEST procedure (cap. 6.2 a pag. 85).
10) Select TEST 104 PROTECTIVE SHIELD and check that the indication on the display changes from

ON to OFF when the protective shield (N) is raised approx. 5-6 cm from closed.

Fig. 80
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If the transition from ON to OFF does not occur, act as follows:

1) Switch off the machine and disconnect the supply wire.
2) Bend the rod on the new microswitch (in this case 1) (fig. 81), switch on the machine and check the

ON-OFF indications on the display.
3) Raise the protective shield slightly so that the display shows OFF and carry out TEST 302 Y AXIS

MOTOR and TEST 304 CUTTING TOOL to check that the motors are activated.
4) Raise the protective shield completely and check that the two motors are not activated and the mi-

croswitch TEST is ON.
5) If necessary, bend the rod on microswitch 2 (Y axis step motor) and the rod on microswitch 3 (cutting

tool motor).
6) When the three microswitches have been checked:

- remove the protective shield (N);

- replace the external cover (O);

- replace the protective shield (N).

Fig. 81

8.7 CHECKING AND REPLACING THE FUSES
There are six fuses in the machine (A-B-C-D-E-F) placed in different positions so as to guarantee pro-
tection for the electronic parts in the event of the mains supply voltage fluctuating and to avoid any faults
in the circuit cards spreading and damaging other parts of the electric or electronic circuits.

Fig. 82

Note: fuses must always be checked with a continuity measuring instrument (tester, ohmeter,
multimeter, etc.) as they may appear visibly intact even when they have cut out.

Moreover, each fuse must always be replaced by one with exactly the same number of Amps and of
the same type (rapid or delayed), as shown in the manual.

C

D

E

F

A

B
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8.7.1 A - MASTER FUSE “10 Amp. - rapid”
This is fitted to the machine supply socket (fig. 83) (which contains a spare fuse).
When this fuse cuts out, PRIMA LASER is completely off, the display shows nothing and there is no
response to any of the keys.

Fig. 83

8.7.2 B - INLET FUSE FOR ELECTRONIC RACK “1 Amp. - delayed”
When this fuse cuts out, the two green leds (+ 5 Volt dc and + 12 Volt dc) on the UNIPOW 40 supply
module on the electronic rack go off, the display shows nothing and there is no response to any of the
keys.

Fig. 84

A

C

D

E

F
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8.7.3 X and Y axes step motor protection fuse “4 Amp. - delayed”
When this fuse cuts out, the relevant green led for the ST2DRV module goes off and the carriages for
the X and Y axes will not move.
To replace this fuse, remove the first ST2DRV module from the rack (cap. 8.8.2 a pag. 105) and remove
the four screws (Q2) in order to separate the top part (Q1) of the dissipator and gain access to fuse C
on the circuit board (fig. 85).

Note: after replacing the fuse, refit the dissipator (Q1), securing the locking screws (Q2) tightly
to ensure good heat conductivity between the parts in contact

8.7.4 D - CLAMP STEP MOTOR PROTECTION FUSE “4 Amp. - delayed”
When this fuse cuts out, the green led for the relative ST2DRV electronic module goes off and the clamp
will not turn.
To replace this fuse, remove the second ST2DRV module from the rack (ch. 8.8.3, page 106) and re-
move the four screws (Q2) in order to separate the top part of the dissipator and gain access to the fuse
on the circuit board (fig. 85).

Note: after replacing the fuse, refit the dissipator (Q1), securing the locking screws (Q2) tightly
to ensure good heat conductivity between the parts in contact.

Fig. 85

8.7.5 E - CUTTING TOOL MOTOR PROTECTION FUSE “16 Amp. - delayed”
When this fuse cuts out, the green led for the relative DC1DRV electronic module goes off and the cut-
ting tool is not activated.
To replace this fuse, remove the DC1DRV module from the rack (ch. 8.8.4, page 107).

Note: the two leds (Q3) must remain off (fig. 86).

Fig. 86

8.7.6 F - PROTECTION FUSE FOR SENSORS/OUTLETS “1.6 Amp. - delayed”
When this fuse cuts out, the green led for the inlet/outlet module goes off and although the display is on
and the keyboard activated, none of the sensors are read (the axes cannot find the “zero” position) and
none of the actuators receive power (e.g.: the lamp will not light).
To replace this fuse remove the inlet/outlet module from the rack (ch. 8.8.6, page 108).

Q1
Q2

fuse

Q3
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8.8 REPLACING THE CIRCUIT BOARDS IN THE ELECTRONIC RACK

8.8.1 REPLACING THE UNIPOW 50 SUPPLY CIRCUIT BOARD
When the UNIPOW 50 feeder is in operation two green 5V dc and 12V dc leds illuminate and the leds
on the display alternate; the P.F. red led must be off; any other signals indicate faulty operation, in which
case contact Silca after-sales Service.
If necessary, replace the board in the following way:

- disconnect the plug 1 and loosen the four module-retaining screws (W) (it is not necessary to re-
move them).

- slide the module from the rack and replace with a new one.

- secure with the four screws (W) and re-connect the plug 1.

Fig. 87

8.8.2 REPLACING THE 1ST ST2DRV MODULE - X and Y AXES STEP MOTORS
1) disconnect the plug 1 from the supply module.
2) disconnect the wires:

- 2 (module supply)
- 3 (Y axis motor - MY)
- 4 (X axis motor - MX)

3) loosen the four module-retaining screws (W) (it is not necessary to remove them).
4) slide the module from the rack and replace with a new one after positioning the commutators (W1)

and (W2) correctly (fig. 88).
- COMMUTATOR W1 = 0 Y axis motor selection
- COMMUTATOR W2 = 1 X axis motor selection

Note: to turn the commutators, use a suitable screwdriver; if they are damaged the whole
module will be affected.

5) secure the new module with the four screws (W) and re-connect wires 2/3/4 and the plug 1.

Note: the first ST2DRV module (X and Y axes motors) and the second ST2DRV module (clamp
step motor) are interchangeable.

Remember to position the selection commutators according to the motors connected to the module.

SUPPLY
CIRCUIT BOARD

1

W
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Fig. 88

8.8.3 REPLACING THE 2ND ST2DRV MODULE - CLAMP STEP MOTOR
1) disconnect the plug 1 from the supply module.
2) disconnect the wires:

- 2 (module supply)
- 3 (Y axis motor - MY)
- 4 (X axis motor - MX)
- 5 (module supply)
- 6 (clamp motor)

3) loosen the four module-retaining screws (W) (it is not necessary to remove them).
4) slide the module from the rack and replace with a new one after positioning the commutators (W1)

and (W2) correctly (fig. 89).
- COMMUTATOR W1 = 2 clamp selection (MB)
- COMMUTATOR W2 = 3 (inactive)

Note: to turn the commutators, use a suitable screwdriver; if they are damaged the whole
module will be affected.

5) secure the new module with the four screws (W) and re-connect wires 2/3/4/5/6 and the plug 1.

Note: the first ST2DRV module (X and Y axes motors) and the second ST2DRV module (clamp
motor) are interchangeable.

Remember to position the selection commutators according to the motors connected to the module.

Fig. 89
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8.8.4 REPLACING THE DC1DRV MODULE - CUTTING TOOL MOTOR SUPPLY
1)disconnect the plug 1 from the supply module.
2)disconnect the wires:
-2 (module supply)
-3 (Y axis motor - MY)
-4 (X axis motor - MX)
-5 (module supply)
-6 (clamp motor)
-7 (module supply)
-8 (motor outlet)
-9 (motor photocell inlet)
3)loosen the four module-retaining screws (W) (it is not nec-
essary to remove them).
4)slide the module from the rack and replace with a new one.
5)secure the new module with the four screws (W) and re-
connect wires 2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9 and the plug 1.

Fig. 90

8.8.5 REPLACING THE CPU MODULE
1) disconnect the plug 1 from the supply module.
2) disconnect the wires:

-2 (module supply)
-3 (Y axis motor - MY)
-4 (X axis motor - MX)
-5 (module supply)
-6 (clamp motor)
-7 (module supply)
-8 (motor outlet)
-9 (motor photocell inlet)
-10 (serial A)
-11 (serial B)
3)loosen the two module-retaining screws (W) (it is not
necessary to remove them).
4)slide the module from the rack and replace with a new
one.
5)secure the new module with the two screws (W) and re-
connect wires 2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9/10/11 and the plug 1.

Fig. 91
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8.8.6 REPLACING THE INLET/OUTLET MODULE AND TERMINAL PANEL
1) disconnect the plug 1 from the supply module.
2) disconnect the wires:

- 2 (module supply)
- 3 (Y axis motor - MY)
- 4 (X axis motor - MX)
- 5 (module supply)
- 6 (clamp motor)
- 7 (module supply)
- 8 (motor outlet)
- 9 (motor photocell inlet)
- 10 (serial A)
- 11 (serial B)
- 12 (inlet/outlet module supply)
- 13 (laser reader wire)

3) loosen the four module-retaining screws (W) (it is not necessary to remove them).
4) slide the module partially from the rack and separate the terminal panel from the inlet/outlet board

(W3) (fig. 92).
5) remove the inlet/outlet board completely, replace with the new one and insert partially into the rack.
6) attach the terminal panel to the board and insert the complete module in the rack.

Note: with this procedure it is not necessary to disconnect all the sensors and actuators on the
terminal panel every time the inlet/outlet board must be removed. Take care that the board and
the terminal panel are properly connected before replacing the module in the rack.

7) secure the new module with the four screws (W) (fig. 92) and re-connect wires 2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9/10/
11/12/13 and the plug 1.

Fig. 92
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8.8.7 REPLACING THE ELECTRONIC RACK
1) Switch off the machine and disconnect the supply wire.
2) Remove the cover as per the instructions in ch. 8.2, page 97.
3) Disconnect the plug 1 from the supply module.
4) Disconnect the wires:

- 2 (module supply)
- 3 (Y axis motor - MY)
- 4 (X axis motor - MX)
- 5 (module supply)
- 6 (clamp motor)
- 7 (module supply)
- 8 (motor outlet)
- 9 (motor photocell inlet)
- 10 (serial A)
- 11 (serial B)
- 12 (inlet/outlet module supply)
- 13 (laser reader wire)

5) loosen the four module-retaining screws (W) (it is not necessary to remove them).
6) slide the module partially from the rack and separate the terminal panel from the inlet/outlet board

(W3) (fig. 93).
7) detach the protective plate by removing the two screws (W) (fig. 93).
8) remove the two screws (I2) from both the brackets (I3) retaining the rack and detach (fig. 94).
9) fit the new rack by carrying out the operations described above, in reverse order.

Fig. 93

Fig. 94
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8.8.8 REPLACING THE KEYPAD / DISPLAY
1) Remove the protective shield and machine cover as per the instructions in ch. 8.2, page 97.
2) Remove the earthing screw (L1) (fig. 95).
3) Detach the flat cable connector (L2) (fig. 97).
4) Detach the keypad unit, pulling the rubber studs (M1) out of the keypad support (M2).
5) Insert the new keypad unit, carefully following the sequence illustrated in fig. 97.
6) place the four rubber studs (M1) on the keypad into the special holes - do not push down.
7) insert the rubber studs by pushing solely on their rims (see arrow).
8) exert pressure on the corners of the keypad, pushing the pin all the way into the rubber stud

Fig. 95

Fig. 96

Fig. 97
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8.9 WIN-TRANSFER Program
For Loading/Updating the Internal Machine Program

The machine is supplied with an internal program already loaded and tested in our workshops. The user
therefore does not need to carry out any operations.
Only in the situations described below can the WIN-TRANSFER program be used to re-start the ma-
chine.
The following is a list of situations where the use of the WIN-TRANSFER program is required.
For further details on installation and use of the program, follow the instructions given on the in-
struction sheet provided with the disks or CD ROM.

• Replacement of the electronic board or loss of the internal machine program.

1) replace the board with a new one, if necessary.
2) install on your personal computer the latest version received of the WinTransfer program and follow

the instructions given on the instruction sheet provided with the program.
3) read the serial number on the data plate on the back of the machine and enter on the machine.
4) gauge the machine according to the instructions in the operating manual.

At this point the machine is set up and ready for operation.

• SILCA update for the program or machine data

1) install on your personal computer the latest version received of the WinTransfer program and follow
the instructions given on the instruction sheet provided with the program.

• Loading of customized key data cards provided by SILCA on Customer’s request

1) install on your personal computer the latest version received of the WinTransfer program and follow
the instructions given on the instruction sheet provided with the program.
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8.10 DIAGNOSTIC FUNCTION
ERRORS IN: COPY FROM ORIGINAL ON PRIMA LASER

On PRIMA LASER key-cutting machines the new upgrade of SKP and Wintransfer can be used to
notify Silca S.p.A. of any anomalies by simply sending a file.
Proceed as follows:

- Connect the PC to the key-cutting machine:

PRIMA LASER key-cutting machine:
• How to download a bit from Prima Laser with SKP

1) Launch the SKP program.
2) Go to the list of machines.
3) Select the Prima Laser machine and click with the mouse on the "Edit" button (if an Prima Laser has

never been configured on SKP, do it by clicking with the mouse on the "New" button).
4) Click with the mouse on the "Advanced" button and select DIAGNOSTICS function.
5) Click with the mouse on the "Bit download for after-sales service" button).
6) Select the path (e.g. disk C:\) and give a name to the file to be saved.
7) Click with the mouse on the "Save" button.
8) The bit will be downloaded from Prima Laser (approx. 1 minute) and at the end of the operation the

monitor will show a saved message.
9) Send the file to Silca (the file will have the extension *.map) via e-mail to the address (service@sil-

ca.it), complete with the following information:

• How to download a bit from Prima Laser with WinTransfer

1) Launch the WinTransfer program.
2) Select the Prima Laser machine and click with the mouse on the "Select" button.
3) Click with the mouse on the "Connection test" button (if the connection is OK, the "Bit download for

after-sales service" button will be enabled).
4) Click with the mouse on the "Bit download for after-sales service" button.
5) Select the path (e.g. disk C:\) and give a name to the file to be saved.
6) Click with the mouse on the "Save" button.
7) The bit will be downloaded from Prima Laser (approx. 1 minute) and at the end of the operation the

monitor will show a saved message.
8) Send the file to Silca (the file will have the extension *.map) via e-mail to the address (service@sil-

ca.it), complete with the following information:

SW Version of key-cutting machine

Description of problem

Errors on machine display

SW Version of key-cutting machine

Description of problem

Errors on machine display
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9 DISPOSING OF MACHINE
To dispose the machine, it must be rendered
unusable by carrying out the operations listed
below:
- deactivation of the electricity supply;
- separation of the plastic and metal parts;
When these operations have been carried out,
the machine can be disposed of according to
the current regulations in the country of use.

WASTE DISPOSAL
CEE standards state special regulations for
waste disposal (**).

MACHINE
The PRIMA LASER is made up of recyclable
parts. 
Recycling is ecologically recommended.

ATTENTION: the machine contains a lithium battery (fig.
98) which, when replaced, must be
disposed of in the special containers for
used batteries.

Fig. 98

PACKING
The packing in which the machine is transported is made of cardboard and wood therefore can be re-used
if intact or if dismantled used as combustible materials.
Warning! Take great care when dismantling the packing as it contains nails, which could cause injuries. We
recommend to bend the nails downwards into the wood with a hammer or to completely remove the nails
disposing them in authorized metal recycling centres.
The packing is considered solid urban waste and must not be thrown into the environment but placed in
special cardboard collection bins.

WASTE DERIVING FROM KEY CUTTING
The waste deriving from key cutting is classified special waste, but is still classified as solid urban waste,
as metal wool. Such waste must be disposed of in special collection centres according to the classification
assigned to them by the current EEC law. The circumstances which transform metal residue from solid
urban waste into contaminated or toxic noxious waste are listed in the appendices to the current European
Union regulations regarding disposal of such waste.

INFORMATION FOR USERS
as per art. 10 of Directive 2002/96/CE of 27/01/2003

regarding waste from electric and electronic appliances (RAEE),

• The symbol illustrated above, also found on the machine, indicates that it has been placed on the market
and must be included in separate rubbish collection when the user wishes to dispose of it (including all
components, sub-assemblies and consumables that are integrated in the product).

• For information about the collection system for such appliances please contact SILCA S.p.A. or another
subject registered in the various National Rolls for other countries in the European Union. Household
waste (or of similar origin) can be included in the separate collection system for urban waste.

• On purchasing a new appliance of equivalent type, the old one can be consigned to the dealer. The
dealer will then contact whoever is responsible for collecting the appliance.

• Suitable separate collection of the unused appliance and its dispatch for treatment, recovery and
environmentally compatible disposal, makes it possible to avoid potential negative effects on the
environment and human health, and aids recycling and the recovery of the materials used.

• Unauthorised disposal of the product by users involves the application of the sanctions provided for in
received Directives 91/156/CE and 91/689/CE.

(**) Waste is any substance or object deriving from human activity or natural cycles, thrown away or to be thrown away.
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10 ASSISTANCE
Silca provides full service to purchasers of the PRIMA LASER key-cutting machine. To ensure complete
safety to the operator and machine, any job not specified in this manual should only be carried out by
the manufacturer or recommended Silca Service Centres.
On the back cover of this manual is a list of the manufacturer’s addresses; listed below are the address-
es of specialized service centres.

10.1 HOW TO REQUEST SERVICE
The guarantee attached to the PRIMA LASER ensures free repairs or replacements of faulty parts with-
in 12 months of the date of purchase. All other service calls must be arranged by the customer with Silca
or specialized Silca service centres.
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Appendix 1 - ELECTRICAL DIAGRAMS

The following pages contain the electrical diagrams for the PRIMA LASER key-cutting machine
described in this manual.
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ELECTRIC DIAGRAMS
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VITTORIO VENETO  11/11/2005 
 
 
 
CE DECLARATION OF MACHINE COMPLIANCE 
 
      
 
 
SILCA S.p.A. -    VIA PODGORA 20 ( Z.I.) 
31029 VITTORIO VENETO (TV) - (ITALY) 
TEL.    0438 9136    -    FAX.    0438 913800 
 
Declares under its own responsibility that the Key-cutting machine model   
 
 
                            PRIMA  LASER 
 
 
complies with the requirements of the following European Directives: 
 
 
 
European Union DIRECTIVE 98/37/CEE (Machines)  
and with the   EN 292/1 – EN 292/2   Standards   
 
 
European Union DIRECTIVE 89/336/CEE (Electromagnetic Compatibility)   
and with the   EN 55013 ( section 3.2) – EN 55014 ( section 4.1.2 )   Standards                         
                                                                       
 
European Union DIRECTIVE 73/23/CEE (Low Voltage)        | 97 |  
and with the   EN 60204-1 ( sections  20.2 – 20.3 – 20.4 )   Standards                                                                     
 
 
General  Manager  Basic  Production  Center 
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